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Abstract
The emergence of the internet of things (IoT) has introduced embedded systems into
insecure environments. In addition to just transmitting sensitive information, some
IoT devices use this information to make independent decisions. This so-called edge
computing requires the devices to be adaptable to different computing tasks. The
external dynamic random access memory (DRAM) chips used in embedded devices
offer flexible configuration options to suit the various applications. However, they
also increase the attack surface of the system against hardware attacks.

Hardware tampering methods are maturing and becoming more accessible. The
communication between different integrated circuits (IC) on a printed circuit board
(PCB) can be intercepted and modified. This is achieved with an added tampering
circuit such as a modchip. Modchips have even been created by hobbyists to bypass
security restrictions on home entertainment systems.

This thesis proposes a method for detecting DRAM bus tampering on the hardware
level. Attaching a modchip, or another tampering device, to the DRAM bus requires
modifications to the physical connections on the bus. The proposed method is
based on detecting changes in the impedance of the DRAM bus caused by malicious
modifications. The impedance changes are indirectly measured by introducing
controlled DRAM write errors. The errors are created by controlling the data-
strobe timing parameters of a memory controller on a double data rate 3 (DDR3)
system. More specifically, the data strobe signal and its associated data signal are
purposefully misaligned. This creates data writes that store different values to the
memory, depending on the electrical properties of the memory bus.

The method is validated with simulations and by constructing a physical test
setup. The setup is based on the SoftMC framework that implements a memory
controller on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The memory controller is
modified to support an outside control of the data strobe timings. The method
is shown to detect modifications of the DRAM bus, such as an added interposer
between the memory chip and the PCB.
Keywords DRAM, Tampering, Tamper Resistance, Internet of things, IoT,
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Tiivistelmä
Esineiden internetin (IoT) yleistyminen on tuonut sulautettuja järjestelmiä turvat-
tomiin ympäristöihin. Sen lisäksi, että IoT-laitteet lähettävät arkaluonteista tietoa,
jotkin niistä myös tekevät itsenäisiä päätöksiä sen perusteella. Tämä niin kutsuttu
reunalaskenta vaatii laitteita mukautumaan erilaisiin laskentatehtäviin. Sulautetuissa
laitteissa käytettävät ulkoiset muistipiirit (engl. Dynamic random access memory
(DRAM)) tarjoavat joustavia kokoonpanovaihtoehtoja erilaisiin sovellutuksiin. Ne
kuitenkin myös lisäävät järjestelmän hyökkäyspintaa laitteistotason hyökkäysille.

Menetelmät laitteiston peukalointiin kypsyvät ja ovat helpommin saatavilla.
Mikropiirien välinen viestintä piirilevyllä voidaan kaapata, ja sitä voidaan muokata.
Tämä toteutetaan lisäämällä piirilevylle peukalointipiiri, kuten Modipiiri. Modipiirejä
on luotu harrastelijatasolla kiertämään kodin viihdelaitteston turvallisuusrajoituksia.

Tämä diplomityö esittelee menetelmän DRAM-väylän peukaloinnin havaitse-
miseksi laitteistotasolla. Modipiirin tai muun peukalointilaitteen kiinnittäminen
DRAM-väylään vaatii muutoksia väylän fyysisiin yhteyksiin. Ehdotettu menetelmä
perustuu vihamielisten muokkauksien aiheuttamien väylän impedanssimuutoksien
havaitsemiseen. Impedanssimuutoksia mitataan epäsuorasti, aiheuttamalla hallittu-
ja DRAM-kirjoitusoperaation virheitä. Virheet tuotetaan ohjaamalla data-strobe
-ajoituksia muistiohjaimessa. Tarkemmin sanottuna, data-strobe -ajoitus ja siihen
liittyvä datasignaali epäkohdistetaan tahallisesti. Tämä aiheuttaa datakirjoituksia,
jotka tallentavat muistiin eri arvoja, riippuen väylän sähköisistä ominaisuuksista.

Menetelmän toiminta vahvistetaan simulaatioilla ja rakentamalla fyysinen tes-
tilaitteisto. Laitteisto perustuu SoftMC -alustaan, joka toteuttaa muistiohjaimen
FPGA-piirillä (engl. Field-programmable gate array (FPGA)). Muistiohjainta muoka-
taan tukemaan data-strobe -ajoituksien ulkoista ohjaamista. Menetelmän näytetään
pystyvän havaitsemaan DRAM-väylän muokkauksen, kuten muistipiirin ja piirilevyn
väliin lisätyn välisovittimen.
Avainsanat DRAM, Peukalointi, Esineiden internet, IoT, Sulautetut järjestelmät,
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Sammandrag
Ökningen av Internet av Saker (IoT) har lett till inbäddade system i osäkra miljöer.
Förutom att överföra känslig information tar vissa IoT-enheter också oberoende
beslut baserat på informationen. Denna så kallade kantberäkning kräver enheter för
att anpassa sig till olika beräkningsuppgifter. Externa minneskretsen (engel. Dynamic
Random Access Memory (DRAM)) för inbyggda enheter ger flexibla konfigurations-
alternativ för en mängd olika applikationer men ökar enhetens attackyta för attacker
på hårdvara.

Metoder för manipulering av hårdvara mognar och blir mer tillgängliga. Kommu-
nikationen mellan olika integrerade kretsar på ett tryckt kretskort kan fångas upp
och modifieras. Detta uppnås med en extra modifieringskrets som t.ex. ett modchip.
Modchips har till och med skapats av hobbyister för att kringgå säkerhetsbegräns-
ningar för hemunderhållningssystem.

Det här diplomarbetet föreslår en metod för att upptäcka DRAM-buss manipule-
ring på hårdvarunivå. Att ansluta ett modchip eller en annan manipuleringsenhet
till DRAM-bussen kräver ändringar av de fysiska anslutningarna på bussen. Den
föreslagna metoden är baserad på att upptäcka förändringar i impedansen för DRAM-
bussen orsakad av skadliga modifieringar. Impedansförändringarna mäts indirekt
genom att införa kontrollerade DRAM-skrivfel. Fel genereras genom att kontrollera
data-strobe schemaläggningen i minneskontrollern. Specifikt är data-strobe signalen
och dess tillhörande datasignal avsiktligt feljusterad. Detta skapar dataskrivningar
som lagrar olika värden i minnet beroende på minnesbussens elektriska egenskaper.

Metodens funktion bekräftas genom simuleringar och konstruktion av fysisk
testutrustning. Hårdvaran är baserad på SoftMC -ramverket, som implementerar
minneskontrollern på FPGA-chipet (engel. Field programmable gate array (FPGA)).
Minneskontrollern modifieras för att stöda extern styrning av data-strobe timing.
Metoden verkar vara kapabel att upptäcka DRAM-bussmodifieringar, såsom en
mellanadapter som är insatt mellan minneschipet och kretskortet.
Nyckelord DRAM, Manipulering, Internet av saker, IoT, Inbyggda system, Säkerhet,

FPGA, Fysiskt oklonbara funktioner, PUF
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1 Introduction
Embedded systems are everywhere. They are small electronic devices embedded into
things ranging from light bulbs to coffee makers. In addition to receiving orders
and executing actions, they can also measure their environment. For example, a gas
sensor can measure gas levels and send them to a server to be analyzed. However, as
the embedded device processors are getting more effective, it is more power-efficient
to analyze the data on the device than to send it to a server.

To perform effective computations, the embedded systems utilize external memory
to store data. A commonly used external memory is called dynamic random access
memory (DRAM). DRAM implementations such as double data rate 3 (DDR3) or
double data rate 4 (DDR4) are manufactured as DRAM chips and modules with
a wide range of specifications. A suitable external DRAM chip or module can be
used to cost-effectively include the correct amount of memory for the application.
However, as the embedded devices can make independent decisions based on the
contents of their memory, the correct operation of the memory is important.

As the DRAM is an external component, it can be tampered with. Interposers
can be placed between the memory and the processor to allow the modification of
the communication between them [17]. As the DRAM is used to temporarily store
program code, the code can be modified with an interposer. Additionally, interposers
can be used to break the confidentiality of an encrypted DRAM system [27]. However,
by tampering with the DRAM bus with an interposer, the electrical properties of
the DRAM bus also change. Thus the DRAM bus tampering could be detected by
detecting the electrical changes caused by the interposer.

The first goal of this thesis is to propose a method for detecting DRAM tampering.
The method is developed by studying DRAM and how it can be tampered with, and
by conceptualizing a possible tamper detection method.

The second goal of this thesis is to build a physical proof-of-concept prototype
that can demonstrate the proposed method through a real-life example. The method
is demonstrated by detecting interposers inserted between the DRAM chips and the
DRAM controller.

The third goal of this thesis is to analyze if the proposed method has the properties
of a physically unclonable function (PUF) [8], i.e. can the proposed method be used
to differentiate identical pieces of hardware from each other. The analysis is done by
comparing two identical DRAM modules with the proposed method.

This thesis proposes a method for detecting DRAM bus tampering on the hardware
level. The proposal is based on the ideas presented in previous work on detecting
tampering of printed circuit board (PCB) traces. The previous work measures
the impedance of the PCB traces to determine if they have been modified, for
example, by soldering a wire to them [55]. The previous work can be implemented
as additional circuitry on the PCB to measure the impedance and shut down the
system if tampering is detected [36].

Similarly, the proposed method uses trace impedance to detect tampering specif-
ically on a DRAM bus. However, the proposed method does not rely on external
circuitry to achieve this. The method detects DRAM bus tampering utilizing
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only standard DRAM chips and a DRAM controller with small modifications to
its operating logic. The modifications can be implemented, for example, in an
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) based DRAM controller.

The DRAM bus impedance is indirectly measured by introducing controlled
DRAM write errors. Moreover, the electrical signals of the DRAM writes are
purposefully misaligned. Theoretically, this causes random errors, but there are
static variations between the electrical properties of different systems, such as their
impedance. The static differences cause the errors to average to different values on
different systems. Moreover, these different systems could be the same embedded
device before and after malicious modifications.

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents the relevant background for
the thesis. Section 2.1 introduces embedded systems. The different uses of embedded
systems are presented to give a base for the rest of the chapter.

Section 2.2 introduces DRAM. Its significance in modern computing is shortly
explained. The different building blocks of a DRAM system are specified and they
are presented in detail. The chapter focuses on studying DRAM on an abstract level
but some detail of modern implementations, namely DDR3, is given. The purpose of
the section is not to present DRAM comprehensively, but to focus on the aspects
that are crucial for the rest of the work.

Section 2.3 introduces hardware tampering in embedded systems but focuses on
tampering in the context of external DRAM. DRAM implementations susceptibility
to tampering is explained and some threat models for DRAM tampering are presented.
The main focus of the chapter is in DRAM bus tampering.

Section 2.4 introduces PUFs. The section presents PUFs in general, but focuses
on DRAM PUFs. Additionally, the SoftMC framework for testing DRAM PUFs is
presented.

Section 2.5 presents how digital communication functions in electronic devices.
The section introduces impedance and its effects on high-speed communication buses.

Chapter 3 summarises the parts of the background relevant to DRAM tamper
detection and proposes a tamper detection method based on them. The idea behind
the method is presented and its functionality is verified with simulations.

Chapter 4 presents a physical implementation of the test setup. It presents the
different hardware and software components of the setup. The modifications needed
to implement the proposed method on the SoftMC framework are presented in detail.
The physical DRAM bus tampering methods used in the evaluation of the method
are presented. Lastly, the correct operation of the test setup is verified. The chapter
presents an implementation of the method on DDR3 memory. However, the method
is not limited to this memory type and could be implemented on other memory types.

Chapter 5 presents the evaluation of the proposed method. The methodology
behind the evaluation is discussed and tests are described in detail. The test results
are collected. Additionally, the test results are summarised and analyzed.

Chapter 6 presents a summary of the thesis and presents the conclusions made
from the test results. The effectiveness of the proposed method in detecting DRAM
bus tampering is evaluated. The current limitations of the method are discussed and
ideas for future improvements are presented.
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2 Background

2.1 Embedded systems
In the modern world, many consumer items contain a processor. These embedded
systems incorporate computing with other functions to perform dedicated tasks. As
they are built for specific functionality, their design can be minimal and cost-effective.

A lot of embedded devices offer internet connectivity. This has sparked the term
internet of things (IoT) [11]. IoT devices can be controlled remotely or they can be
used to gather data, such as temperature, from their environment.

Edge computing is the process of computing data locally on devices and not in a
centralized location such as a server [38]. The computational power of IoT devices
increases with innovations in more power-efficient processors. The power required to
transmit data is higher than computing the data locally [12]. Additionally, the delay
caused by transmitting information and waiting for instructions to be transmitted
back is too high for some applications [26].

Edge computing has created the need for general-purpose computing resources on
embedded systems [26]. However, their specific operation settings remain. System on
a chip (SoC) is an integrated circuit (IC) that has most of the resources needed for
the application built-in but offers interfaces to add other functionality. An example
of an embedded system built around a SoC is illustrated in figure 1.

Printed circuit board (PCB)

System on a chip (SoC)

Radio ActuatorSensor External
memory

Input /
Output StorageCPU Memory

controller

Figure 1: Example of a modern embedded system utilizing a SoC and multiple
peripherals in a single PCB form factor.

The computational capability of a SoC can be customized for a given application.
This can be done by adding specific external memories to suit the application. The
need for different memories boils down to cost. The faster the memory, the more it
costs per bit. DRAM offers a multitude of choices with different storage sizes and
speeds, thus it is commonly added externally to suit the specific application of the
device [21].
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2.2 Dynamic random access memory (DRAM)
DRAM is commonly known as the computer main memory [21, pp 2-7]. An example
of a DRAM system is presented in figure 2. DRAM is fast enough for modern
processors to temporarily store data while being cheap to manufacture. A DRAM
system comprises one or more memory chips, an interconnecting bus, and a controller
[21, pp. 353-354 ].

DRAM bus

DRAM chip

DRAM chip

Data bus

Data bus

Address bus

Control bus

DRAM controller

Figure 2: A DRAM system consisting of a DRAM controller, a DRAM bus and two
DRAM chips

2.2.1 DRAM chip

A DRAM chip comprises large arrays of data cells and circuitry to externally interface
with them [21, pp. 355-357]. The arrays contain cells made of capacitors that hold
charge and transistors that move the charge to and from the cell. A single chip
contains multiple arrays that are used in parallel. A single array and its multiplexing
circuitry are called a DRAM bank [21, p. 414]. A DRAM bank is depicted in figure
3.

The core of DRAM is a data cell that holds binary information stored as charge
in a capacitor [21, p. 355]. This basic data cell is depicted in figure 3. A charged
capacitor is a logic 1, or the “On” state, and discharged is a logic 0, or the “Off”
state. The capacitor can be accessed through a transistor that connects the capacitor
to a data line called the bit line. The transistor is controlled with a signal line called
the word line. When the word line is in the on state, the bit line will get charged by
the capacitor to the same state as the capacitor.

As a DRAM cell stores charge in a capacitor, it will leak charge over time. This
means that the cell can hold its value for only a limited amount of time. Thus to
keep the stored value for longer, the cell charge has to be refreshed. On DDR3
implementation of DRAM, the refresh has to be issued at least every 64ms [22].

The DRAM cells can be arranged in an array to hold multiple bits of data [21,
p. 358]. In an array configuration, the rows of the data cells have their word lines
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DRAM bank

Word line
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...

DRAM cell

... Sense ... 
amplifiers

Figure 3: Internal structure of DRAM. (Adapted from [45])

connected. This way one word line connects all the data cells in the row to their bit
lines. Moreover, the columns of the data cells have their bit lines connected so that
the one bit line will get the charge of the data cell in the column that has its word
line on.

The side effect of this multiplexed array configuration is that only one row of
cells can be activated at one-time [21, p. 3]. However, this allows for the arrays to
contain a huge number of data cells with only a limited number of word and bit lines.
For example with 4000 rows and 1000 columns, there are only 5000 word and bit
lines combined but there are 4000 rows times 1000 columns for a total of 4 million
data cells.

The array configuration of data cells produces a high number of signals that are
unfeasible to interface with a processor. This is solved by multiplexing the word lines
and the bit lines [21, pp. 366-370]. The word lines are connected to a row decoder
that takes a row number and turns on the corresponding word line. Similarly, the
bit lines are connected to a column decoder that switches the selected bit line to a
data line. This way the capacitor of any of the data cells can be connected to the
data line to be read or written.

To read the bit value of a data cell, it is connected to the bit line allowing the
charge to transfer between the capacitor and the bit line. However, with a massive
number of data cells in a column, the capacitance of the bit line is relatively large
compared to that of the data cell capacitors. Moreover, the charge contained in the
capacitor is not enough to charge the bit line completely. To remedy this, before
a read, the bit line is charged to the halfway between the maximum and minimum
levels in a process called precharging [21, pp. 360-365]. This allows for the slight
change in the bit line charge to be detected by a sense amplifier.

A sense amplifier compares the charge in the bit line to the precharge level and
amplifies the deviation to pull the bit line completely high or low [21, pp. 360-365].
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This process is illustrated in figure 4. During this process, the capacitor is still
connected to the bit line and after the bit value is read, the capacitor is recharged to
its original state.
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Figure 4: Example of a memory read with a sense amplifier. The bit line is first
precharged. Then the word line activated and the bit line shares charge with the cell.
The sense amplifier is activated and the bit line rises to Vcc the cell is still connected
to the bit line and it also rises back to Vcc. The bit line can now be read. After the
data is read the word line is deactivated. The process can now be repeated starting
with a precharge.

As the size of the memory array increases, so does the charge needed to activate
all the transistors on the word line. Additionally, the charge needed by the sense
amplifier to work correctly limits the size of the bit line. To store more data to a
DRAM chip, multiple arrays with their sense amplifiers and row/column decoders
can be used in parallel to form multiple banks inside the chip. A multi-bank DRAM
chip is illustrated in figure 5.

DRAM chip

DRAM bankDRAM bankDRAM bankDRAM bank

Read / write control

Control
logic Data bus

Data
buffers

Address bus

Control bus

Address
buffers

Figure 5: Example of a DRAM chip with 4 banks.

To control the banks externally, the chip has integrated control logic, data buffers
and address buffers [21, p. 368]. The control logic is used to switch on and off the
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word lines, sense amplifiers and other internal functions such as precharge circuits.
It also controls the data and address buffers.

The control logic manages when the address is buffered from external input and
when the banks use the buffered address to connect a cell to the data line [21, p. 368].
Additionally, the control logic controls the data buffers to either read and write data
externally or from the banks. Moreover, the data buffers can store multiple values
in a first in, first out (FIFO) operation. This is used to achieve higher bandwidth,
for example when multiple sequential memory addresses are accessed. The control
commands, addresses, and data are issued to the chip using a DRAM bus.

2.2.2 DRAM bus

DRAM bus contains an address bus, a data bus and a control bus [21, p. 318]. The
buses are illustrated in figure 5. The address bus specifies a chip’s data cell to be
read from or written to. The data bus is used to transmit data for read and write
operations between the controller and the chip. The control bus contains signals
that put the DRAM chip into different states.

A single DRAM bus can contain multiple chips that share a single address and
control buses but have their own data buses. This configuration is called a rank [21,
p. 413]. It behaves like a single dram chip but with a wider data bus. Ranks can be
used to increase the available data bandwidth.

Larger computer systems such as desktops or servers use DRAM chips that are
mounted on a PCB to form a DRAM module [21, p. 417]. A DRAM module is
illustrated in figure 6. To achieve higher memory capacity, a single DRAM module
can have multiple ranks of chips. This is achieved by connecting multiple chips in
parallel. The multi-rank modules have a special signal that specifies which rank is
used to process a memory access.

Figure 6: A DDR2 SO-DIMM with 4 DRAM chips on each side. The chips contain
16 banks each having 64Mb capacity. This is referred to as 64M x16 memory. The
chips are connected in two 64 bit wide ranks to form a total of 128M x64 memory.
This equals a total capacity of 8 gigabits or 1 gigabyte. The small chip in the center
is an identification chip that contains this information.

To differentiate memory modules with different specifications from each other,
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a memory module identification chip is placed on the module. The module is seen
in figure 6. The module contains information on how the chips are arranged on the
module, their capacity and other specifications. The identification chip can be read
usually through an dedicated inter-integrated circuit (I2C) bus [21, p. 421].

Multi-channel memory splits the DRAM chips or modules into multiple DRAM
buses with their own DRAM controllers [21, pp. 410-412]. This can reduce the
latency between different chip reads and writes.

To increase the memory bandwidth, new DRAM specifications usually increase the
clock speed of the memory. However, with increasing memory speeds, the electrical
properties of the bus signals induce limitations to the layout of physical conductive
traces on the PCB. Moreover, buses with multiple traces expect the signals to arrive
at approximately the same time. The maximum difference in arrival time is dictated
by the clock speed. The higher the clock speed is, the less difference is allowed. This
is mitigated with length-matching the different traces [54].

The trace lengths are matched by making shorter traces match the length of the
longer traces. This can be achieved by snaking the trace in a zig-zag pattern as
illustrated in figure 7. As a side effect, length-matching takes more space on the
PCB [54]. With DRAM systems consisting of large numbers of individual chips,
sometimes hundreds, the physical space for traces is limited. However, this can be a
problem even in embedded systems with only a couple of chips, if they have very
limited PCB space [13].

Chip 1 Chip 2

Figure 7: Two chips connected with length-matched traces.

Fly-by routing is used in modern DRAM specifications, such as DDR3 [22]. Fly-by
routing is illustrated in figure 8. In fly-by topology, the control signals are routed
from the controller to the first DRAM chip and then through every chip until they
are terminated after the last chip. This reduced the PCB area needed by the traces.
The data signals are routed from the controller directly to the DRAM chips. During
a read (figure 8 (A)) the control signals first reach the first DRAM chip and it sends
its output slightly before the next one. This creates a timing difference in receiving
the data from different chips. During a write (figure 8 (B)) the data signals have to
be sent at different times to account for the delay in the chips receiving the control
signals. To achieve these time-constrained operations, a dedicated memory controller
is needed [22].

2.2.3 DRAM controller

The DRAM chips contain some control logic to enable external access to certain
memory cells. However, the circuitry in the chip is not designed to control the
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Figure 8: Block diagram of fly-by topology.

memory operations and external control is needed. Moreover, because a series of
commands have to be issued with clock cycle accuracy a dedicated external controller
is needed. This controller can be a separate chip or implemented inside a SoC [21, p.
315]. A DRAM memory controller is illustrated in figure 9.

DRAM controller

DRAM chip

DRAM chip

System on a chip (SoC)

Physical
interfaceArbiter

Command queue

Write queue

Read queue

Internal
communication

bus
Transaction
processing

Figure 9: Illustration of DRAM memory controller implemented inside a SoC.
(Adapted from [19])

The DRAM controller is a device between the DRAM and the CPU. Its function
is to pass on the data and the commands sent between the DRAM and the CPU.
The DRAM controller handles the protocols and timing-critical actions of the DRAM
implementation and thus allows for the CPU to be implementation-agnostic of the
DRAM [21, pp. 497-499].

A DRAM controller comprises an arbiter that receives memory requests and
allocates them to queues based on their priority levels, queues that store memory
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requests, transaction processing that handles the queued requests and a physical
interface that handles the electrical communication with the physical DRAM chips
[21, pp. 511-518]. Additionally, the DRAM controller usually implements a refresh
circuit that periodically refreshes all the cells automatically [21, p. 514].

As the fly-by topology causes sub-clock-cycle time differences in sending and
receiving data, the DRAM controller has to take these into account. To achieve
this, a process called read-write leveling is used [22]. Read-write leveling calibrates
the data sending delays needed to send and receive data. The calibration is done
by issuing the chips a command to write data into their data buses and measuring
the delays for each chip. The delays are then stored and used for read and write
operations. This process has to be done only once, so it is usually issued as a part of
the controller boot up.

As a part of a data write, in addition to data signal sent with data in or out (DQ)
pin, the controller sends a clock signal with the data in or out strobe (DQS) pin.
This signal indicates when the data in the data bus is valid. The relation of DQ and
DQS signals is illustrated in figure 10.

In data read, the DRAM chip sends the DQS signal. However, during the data
read, the DQS signal has to be phase-shifted 90 deg by the DRAM controller to
correctly align with the data.

(A) Data write (B) Data read

DQ

DQS DQS

DQ

Figure 10: Two data signals with their associated strobe signal during (A) a write
and (B) a read operation.

The DRAM controller stores the delay values in internal registers. The registers
are read by the physical interface of the DRAM controller and the values are used to
add delays to the signals during data read and write operations.

To recap, the DRAM system consists of three main parts, a DRAM controller,
several DRAM chips and an interconnecting DRAM bus. This is a cost-effective and
versatile way to add additional memory to an embedded system and other devices.
However, the memory is added externally, but it is controlled using a controller
integrated to the processor. This means that also the memory bus is external to the
processors.

If signals in the external memory bus are modified, the data in the memory could
be changed. This could be done by a malicious entity to attack the embedded device
to affect its operation. The tampering of an embedded system is studied in the next
chapter.
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2.3 Embedded system tampering
As more devices get connected to the internet, increasingly sensitive and valuable
information is being processed. Device’s logical security describes how the information
is protected with passwords and other restrictions by the software running on the
devices [49]. This way, access to the data is only granted to authorized users. However,
if an attacker has physical access to a device, they can circumvent its logical security
by attacking the hardware. For example, an attack against the hardware of a device
can be as simple as removing a storage medium from a device and reading its contents
with a separate device. This way an attacker can access information that the software
of the device is protecting.

Environmental security is the process of securing computers by keeping them
physically out of reach from malicious parties [49]. However, as the computer systems
are getting cheaper and smaller they are used more frequently in environments that
offer little to no security. In these situations, the devices rely on their physical
security against tampering.

The ability of a device to withstand hardware attacks, or tampering, is called
tamper resistance [49]. Tamper resistance can be achieved with the use of low or
high technology measures. A low technology security measure could be to lock the
device into a safe. A high technology measure could be to integrate the storage
medium inside the same chip as the central processing unit (CPU). Tamper resistance
methods are trying to stop tampering attempts. However, they are not trying to
detect if tampering is happening.

A system that reacts to tampering is called a tamper responding system [49].
This kind of system does not necessarily make tampering harder but can respond to
a tampering attempt by sending an alarm signal or by destroying secret information
on the device. However, these kinds of systems are expensive to build and operate.

A cheaper alternative, that is used to detect tampering but not react to it, is
called a tamper evident system [49]. A simple tamper-evident system can be a sticker
that has to be broken to access the inside of a device. However, a tamper-evident
system has to be examined to detect tampering. Moreover, if the examination is not
done regularly it is impossible to pinpoint when the tampering has occurred.

These three systems can also be utilized together as layered security [49]. An
example of layered security is given in figure 11 where a tamper-resistant device is
hardened with an alarm (fig. 11 C). This way a device resists tampering but can
also give an alarm when tampering is detected. Additionally, attacks against the
alarm can be detected by inspecting the tamper-evident tape (fig. 11 B).

With a massive amount of devices built for different applications and use cases, a
security mechanism built for one device is not necessarily as effective if implemented
in another one. Thus the direct comparison between different security mechanisms of
different devices is not feasible. However, devices protection against tampering could
be classified into different levels based on the ease and cost that they are defeated
with. In 1991 the following classification levels were presented by International
Business Machines Corporation (IBM): [1]

• Level ZERO: No added protection features
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(B) Tamper evident tape

(D) Tamper resistant coating(C) Tamper detection alarm

(A) Metal casing

Figure 11: Example of a device with multiple layers of security.

• Level LOW: Some protection, but is defeated easily with equipment costing
under $1000.

• Level MODL: Added protection to protect against most low-cost attacks but
can be defeated with equipment costing under $10 000.

• Level MOD: Added protection that requires a skillful attacker with equipment
costing under $100 000.

• Level MODH: Specialized protection that is carefully designed to be attacked
only with a group of skilled advisories with expensive equipment up to the cost
of $1 000 000.

• Level HIGH: Specialized protection that is designed to resist all known attacks.
Defeating the protection is uncertain and requires a group of skilled attackers
and equipment costing over $1 000 000.

This classification does not provide any specific protection methods so it can
be applied to different devices and their use cases. However, as it only gives an
approximate monetary sum and skill requirement needed for defeating the protection
levels, the real protection methods have to be determined for each type of device
independently. Moreover, as the field security is constantly evolving and different
attacks are developed, the security mechanisms need constant updating.

For some applications, such as cryptography, more detailed classifications exist.
The Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140 standard defines require-
ments on how the devices should be built, documented and tested. Additionally,
the FIPS 140 standard has been revised multiple times to be up to date with new
attacks. The FIPS 140-2 standard defines 4 security levels that a device can adhere
to: [32, 33]

• Security level 1: Introduces the lowest level of security. Includes basic logical
security for cryptographic devices such as the use of approved algorithms.

• Security level 2: Adds physical security requirements to level 1. For example,
level 2 requires the use of tamper-evident systems and pick-resistant locks.
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• Security level 3: Adds more physical security such as tamper detecting systems
that destroy the critical cryptographic secrets if tampering is detected.

• Security level 4: Presents the highest level of security. The whole device has to
be protected from all unauthorized physical access. If any kind of tampering is
detected all cryptographic secrets are destroyed. Additionally, environmental
variables are monitored and detected fluctuations are responded with destroying
the cryptographic secrets.

Hardware tampering methods can be divided into noninvasive and invasive attacks.
Noninvasive attacks extract information or tamper with the operation of a device
without damaging the attacked device. Invasive attacks physically damage the
attacked device in a way that the device stops working normally. This can be done
to extract secret information from the device or to learn how it works to develop a
noninvasive attack to use with the same kind of device at a later time. [40]

An example of an invasive attack is a process called decapsulating. Decapsulating
works by physically or chemically removing the outer layers of an IC chip to reveal
the inner electrical connections. After wanted parts of the IC are visible, they can
be examined to visually read data from read only memory (ROM) chips or they can
be modified with microprobes or ultraviolet light. A decapsulated chip is shown in
figure 12.

Invasive attacks, such as decapsulating, are an effective way of defeating protec-
tions on ICs. However, they are usually destructive and usable only for extracting
information from or defeating protections of only one device. With the immense cost
of these attacks, they can rarely be justified. However, if multiple devices contain a
shared secret, an invasive attack can be used to extract it and multiple devices can
then be compromised with it. However, hardware tampering methods can also have
properties of both noninvasive and invasive attacks [41]. An example of this kind of
semi-invasive attack is glitching attacks.

Glitching attacks work by taking the device outside of its operating parameters
for a very short amount of time, from under one clock cycle to several clock cycles
depending on the attack. For example voltage glitching lowers the operating voltage
of a device to a voltage where the device can not operate correctly. This causes the
device to function unexpectedly, for example, a check whether the entered password
was correct or not can fail to always return that a correct password was entered.
However, if this glitching is done precisely enough, the failures it causes are repeatable.
[29]

The glitching attacks are effective because naive software relies totally on the
correct operation of the processor. However, the FIPS 140-2 level 4 requires that
the environmental variables such as the operating voltage are monitored against
semi-invasive glitching attacks [33]. Moreover, as the invasive and semi-invasive
attacks modify the operation of the device, they can usually be detected with the
correct protections. However, noninvasive attacks do not modify the operation of
the device and are sometimes impossible to detect. [40]

Noninvasive attacks work by measuring some property of a device while it operates.
For example, simple power analysis (SPA) measures the power consumption of the
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Figure 12: (A) Decapsulated IC and (B) an enlarged picture of its programmable
read only memory (PROM) protections. If these protections are physically disabled,
the PROM data can be read out from the chip. [4]

device to reveal information about the software it is running [7]. At its basic level,
accurate enough measurement can directly reveal the used encryption keys of some
cryptographic operations. An example of such cryptographic operation is a naive
implementation of RSA encryption that uses multiply and square operations when
the key bit is 1 and only a square operation when the key bit is 0. As the power
consumption of the processing of these bits are different, the encryption key bits can
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directly be read from the power measurement as shown in figure 13.

1 101Power

Time

Square

Multiply

Figure 13: SPA on power measurement of an RSA encryption operation.

Blinding can be used to mitigate SPA by making the cryptographic operations
have the same power consumption regardless of the encryption key bit [25]. Blinding
the RSA operation could be achieved by using the multiply operation also if the key
bit is 0, but ignoring its output. However, more advanced power analysis methods
could still recover the key even if blinding is used.

Differential power analysis (DPA) operates by making the device do encryption
operations repeatedly[25]. Either the plaintext or the ciphertext must be known by
the DPA algorithm and it uses it to find correlations between the power measurements.
DPA can then find the encryption key that best matches the correlations.

SPA and DPA are known as side channel analysis (SCA) attacks [40]. They
measure properties of a device through another property, such as running code
through a side-channel of power consumption. In addition to power side-channels,
others such as radiated heat or electromagnetic radiation can also be used. Because
they radiate away from the device, their measurement is not feasibly prevented.

SCA attacks can, however, be mitigated by preventing the leakage of secret
information through the side-channels. This requires careful design of the IC, for
example, through hardware-accelerated cryptographic operations that have a constant
power usage regardless of the encryption keys being used. The internal parts of the
ICs responsible for these computations can also be isolated from external clock or
power sources to prevent direct leakage of information. Moreover, the upcoming
FIPS 140-3 introduces requirements for preventing information leakage through
side-channels [34].

Physical attacks on the chips can be resisted through different techniques. The
chip can be made brittle to leave tamper evident marks of attacks or to physically
break when tampering is attempted. Additionally, sensors can be built inside the
chips that trigger the erasure of data if tampering is detected. The most extreme
case is explosives planted in the chips that can physically destroy the chip and all its
data when detonated. However, a large factor in the challenge of tampering with
physical chips comes from the ever-decreasing size of the internal transistors and
other components. Highly specialized factories are required to even manufacture
these chips. Reworking them after manufacturing is an even greater challenge.

However, all security measures can be bypassed, if the design of a device is altered
maliciously. This modification can be made by a malicious designer working in the
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company or a hacker who access to the design files. This kind of alteration is called
a hardware trojan.

2.3.1 Hardware trojans and modchips

Hardware trojans are intentionally placed malicious modifications, that make the de-
vice operate in unwanted ways [5]. The modifications can make the device fail during
its operation, leak secret data or make wrong decisions at critical moments. Hardware
trojans are thus a serious threat for devices operating in critical environments such
as healthcare or military.

In addition to being added by a malicious designer, hardware trojans can be
inserted into the design at the manufacturing stage by a malicious manufacturer.
Moreover, the trend of outsourcing multiple parts of the electronics manufacturing
process exposes the devices to different companies operating in multiple countries [50].
State-level operatives and big corporations could infiltrate into these manufacturing
sites to implant the hardware trojans.

Hardware trojans can be embedded directly into an IC or be added to the PCB
that houses the IC [9]. Embedded systems can consist of multiple ICs working
independently and communicating with each other. However, the communication
standards used by the ICs ensure that the communication is reliable even with
unwanted noise from the environment. This allows for hardware trojans as additional
hidden components to be added to the PCB [9].

Hidden components can be used to alter the operation of the device to leak secret
information, open a backdoor to the device or cause the device to malfunction during
its operation [2, pp. 294-297]. For example, a subtle change inside an IC can render
it susceptible to SCA attacks during certain critical operations.

In addition to adding hardware trojans during the manufacturing, they can
be inserted as an in-field alteration, for example, during the device installation or
maintenance. Such modification is called a modchip [31]. Moreover, as the devices
are sometimes located in sparse locations or are used by untrusted users, they are
susceptible to modifications that do not need to be hidden. This allows the use of
physically large modifications, such as attaching a modchip, designed to attack the
target device.

A modchip acts like a hardware trojan but is placed into the hardware by the
end-user of the device [31]. An example of an added modchip is presented in figure
14. Modchips operate with different principles depending on the application. For
example, they can be installed on a memory bus to tamper the communication
between the CPU and the DRAM.

Modchips have been created even by hobbyists to bypass security restrictions on
their home entertainment systems. The security of these systems is important to be
able to impose content restrictions on the devices and the entertainment industry
spends a large effort to maintain security. However, despite this effort, the security
has been continually bypassed by the hobbyists [2, pp. 303-305].

As the tampering of the physical chips is relatively challenging, the communication
between the chips is a compelling tampering area. DRAM especially is used to store
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Figure 14: Embedded system with an added modchip to the DRAM BUS.

low-level instructions that have a direct effect on the operation of the device. Thus,
a modchip in the DRAM bus could intercept requests and modify them to alter the
operation of the device. Such modification could be used to cancel alarms or bypass
access restrictions.

However, the increasing speed of DRAM communication adds complexity to the
design of DRAM bus on PCBs. The PCB traces have constraints on their length
differences and other properties. This makes the tampering of the DRAM bus a
challenge. Additionally, the DRAM bus consists of tens or hundreds of signal lines.

Interposers can be used to analyze and tamper with the DRAM bus [44, 43].
DRAM interposers are placed between the DRAM chip or module and the PCB
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to tamper with the DRAM [27]. Examples of DRAM interposers are presented in
figure 15. However, even these specialized interposers cause the DRAM bus some
distortions that are small enough that the DRAM operates correctly but have to be
filtered out in software [44, 43].

Figure 15: DRAM interposers for a SO-DIMM DRAM module (left) and a BGA
DRAM chip (right) [44, 43]

PCBs are used to interconnect different ICs and components, such as DRAM,
together through conductive metal traces. The alteration of PCBs is a relatively
easy operation compared to reworking ICs. Moreover, the alterations can be used to
modify the operation of the device. However, the alterations cause some distortions
that could be measured with a tamper detection system. [2, pp. 411-413]

2.3.2 PCB tamper detection

PCBs for a device are produced to be identical. However, the multiple different
production processes that the PCBs go through, produce small fluctuations in each
PCB. The fluctuations cause differences in trace impedance and other properties of
the PCB. The differences are not enough to cause malfunctions to the device, but
can be measured [2, pp. 397-399]

Measuring the trace impedances of a PCB can be used to verify its authenticity.
For example, the PCBs produced in different factories can be differentiated from
each other. Additionally, the different PCBs made with the same process can be
differentiated from each other. [55]

Modifications to a PCB cause similar fluctuations as the manufacturing process
to the properties of the PCB. Thus the same measurement methods can be used to
detect tampering of a PCB. Additionally, with the measurement functionality built
into the PCB, it can detect in-field tampering. [36]

As DRAM is only used to temporarily store data, it is enough to know that
the data it stored was not tampered with. Thus instead of detecting if the PCB is
tampered with, it is enough to detect if the data was tampered with. This is possible
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by cryptographically signing the written data and checking its signature after it is
read back. However, this adds a latency overhead to using the DRAM as it takes
time to sign and check each piece of stored data.

In some applications, this is not a problem. For example, the XBOX One gaming
console utilizes encryption and signing on its DRAM to ensure that it is not tampered
with. With this protection on its DRAM and other security measures, it has resisted
modchip attacks. However, some applications have stricter requirements on their
DRAM latencies. [6]

Real time systems have strict requirements on time it takes to run a certain
operation. Real-time systems are used in, for example, motor controllers where a
control loop measures the properties of the motor and adjusts its controls to optimize
its behavior. This optimization can use complex algorithms that rely on DRAM
to store intermediate values. However, the control loop has to meet strict timing
requirements for the system to operate correctly. This limits the available latency
that the DRAM operations can have. If the data is encrypted before and decrypted
after storing it to the DRAM, the total time for the operation can increase too much.
This can rule out the use of cryptographical protections. [26, pp. 1-25]

Without the cryptographical protections, the additional measurement circuitry
could still be used. However, adding additional measurement circuitry to a PCB
adds cost and complexity to its design. Moreover, this circuitry could be attacked or
bypassed to allow modifications.

A better solution for detecting PCB tampering would be to incorporate the whole
path from inside the IC to the inside of the other IC to the measurement. However,
the redesigning of the ICs of both sides of the communication is unfeasible as this
limits what ICs can be used together.

While the redesign of only one the ICs is possible, being able to do a trace
impedance measurement requires circuitry on both sides of the trace. However, in
the case of a DRAM system, there is a DRAM controller and a DRAM chip on the
ends of a DRAM bus. Moreover, with a redesign of only the DRAM controller some
properties of the DRAM system have been measured with a physically unclonable
function (PUF).
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2.4 Physical unclonable functions (PUFs)
Physically unclonable function (PUF) is an input-output function that maps a given
input (a challenge) to a deterministic but hard to guess output (a response) [49].
The challenge and its specific response is called a challenge-response pair (CRP).
The PUF process as presented in figure 16.

The PUF is created by extracting information from the composition of a physical
device. Thus the same algorithm run on different hardware produces different results
[8].

Challenge 1 PUF Algorithm X on hardware A Response A1

Challenge 1 PUF Algorithm X on hardware B Response B1

Figure 16: Challenge 1 gives the response A1 with PUF algorithm X on hardware A.
However, the same challenge gives a different response (B1) with the same algorithm
on hardware B.

In addition to different hardware creating different responses, even identical pieces
of hardware usually contain some differences between units. This is caused by the
manufacturing process tolerances that make every piece of produced hardware contain
slight variations. These variations are taken into account during the designing of the
product. For example, when manufacturing a capacitor with a process that creates
capacitors valued between 99µF and 101µF the product is marketed as a 100µF ± 1
capacitor. The end products using this capacitor must be designed to work even
with this variation.

These manufacturing variations can be exploited to create a PUF. E.g. the
time it takes to charge a certain capacitor in an array could be measured to have a
challenge (the identifier of the capacitor) and a response (the time to full charge).

It should be impossible to figure out a PUF response to a challenge based on
a previous CRP if each challenge is issued only once. Additionally, it should be
impossible to predict the response of a device, based on a response created by a
different device. This allows for the PUF to be used as a device fingerprint and as a
base for cryptographic secrets [15].

An effective PUF must fulfil five criteria [24]:

• 1. Diffuseness: A device can produce different PUF responses for multiple
challenges

• 2. Uniqueness: A device produces different PUF responses from other devices

• 3. Uniform Randomness: All different PUF responses are equally different

• 4. Unclonability: It should not be possible to construct a device that produces
a certain PUF response for a challenge

• 5. Repeatability: A device will produce the same PUF response regardless of
the operating conditions such as the temperature and aging
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Different kinds of PUFs, that fill the criteria, have been proposed. This includes
creating structures in an IC that are prone to manufacturing variations. However,
PUFs based on existing complex structures such as FPGAs, static random access
memory (SRAM) and DRAM have been created. Especially DRAM provides a
low-cost structure to implement a PUF, as it is already present in many devices.

2.4.1 DRAM based PUFs

The data cell in a DRAM chip comprises a capacitor and a transistor, which are
both components with manufacturing variations. However, the manufactured varia-
tions stay fixed for each component. Thus the transistor-capacitor pair will behave
deterministically. Moreover, as a typical DRAM chip contains a huge amount of
transistor-capacitor pairs, the amount of available CRPs is also large. This makes
the DRAM chip a good platform for a PUF.

Because of the complex nature of the DRAM chips and the intrinsic differences
in each of those chips, multiple different types of DRAM PUFs have been created.

• Retention-based DRAM-PUF: The limited data retention of the DRAM chip
can be utilized to create deterministic randomness if the chip refresh is disabled
and data is read from the chip after the specified refresh time [23].

• Startup DRAM-PUF: As the DRAM cell capacitor is charged to 1/2 of the
VCC on startup, the charge will leak a little in either direction and thus after
amplification will be read as a 1 or a 0 [45]. A single cell in this method can
favor one state of the other and thus creates a deterministic fingerprint.

• Latency-based DRAM-PUF: A latency based DRAM-PUF utilizes the control
circuitry of the DRAM chip to control the chip beyond its manufacturer rated
latency limits [24, 42]. This method produces repeatable read and write errors.

The first two methods are highly dependent on stable operating temperature and
chip aging. Thus their reliability in creating repeatable CRPs is limited. However, the
latency based PUFs are repeatable in a wide operating temperature range. Moreover,
latency based methods do not require the chip to be restarted and can thus be used
during the normal operation of the DRAM chip. [24]

The latency based DRAM PUFs can be implemented as security primitives called
Dataplant. Dataplant can be implemented with minor modification to existing DRAM
systems to allow easy use of latency based DRAM PUFs [35]. The Dataplant security
primitives and many other DRAM PUFs have been created using a framework called
SoftMC.

2.4.2 SoftMC framework

The increasing internal complexity of DRAM devices has created a need for a
framework with which to test the operation of DRAM devices reliably. SoftMC
(Soft Memory Controller) project was created to be an open-source framework for
systematically testing DDR memory devices on a very low-level [14]. However, the
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framework provides an easy to use software library that allows high-level code to
be used in issuing the low-level memory operations. SoftMC has been used in the
development of several DRAM PUFs [23, 24, 42, 45, 46].

SoftMC is based on an FPGA. FPGA is an IC that comprises thousands of
configurable logic blocks (CLBs), multiple input/output blocks (IOBs) and lines
that interconnect them together [47, chapter 2.2]. A block diagram of an FPGA is
presented in figure 17. CLBs contain multiple logic elements that can be used to
create, for example, logic gates. IOBs are used to route inputs such as buttons, clock
sources or communication lines to the CLBs and output signals from the CLBs to
perifrerials connected to the FPGA. CLBs can also be connected to each other to
create complex logic structures.

CLB CLB CLB

CLB CLB CLB

IO
B

IO
B

IOB IOB

IOBIOB

Figure 17: A block diagram of an FPGA.

An FPGA consists of thousands of CLBs. This allows the FPGA to be used
to build all kinds of circuits [47, chapter 2.2]. For example, a processor could be
built with an FPGA to run code written for that processor. However, as the FPGA
can be used to build nearly any circuit, it is mostly used to build highly optimized
hardware that can execute algorithms much faster than a general-purpose processor.
Additionally, an FPGA is made out of independent CLBs, that can be used in
parallel.

This parallelization also allows the FPGA to run tasks fast with clock cycle
accuracy as the CLB circuits only do the one thing they are configured to do.
However, the FPGA is field programmable meaning that it can be reconfigured to
do other tasks.

An FPGA is configured by sending a configuration file, called a bitstream to it.
The bitstream contains information on how the CLBs and IOB are configured and
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interconnected. The bitstream has to be sent to the FPGA every time it is restarted
and can be contained in a flash memory connected to the FPGA.

The development of a FPGA bitstream requires an extensive design with special
tools. This design work is done with low-level languages to describe the behavior
of the logic to be created. However, the designs can be packaged to intellectual
property (IP) cores. IP cores are units that have inputs and outputs and contain the
logic for a specific functionality [47, chapter 2.3].

FPGA vendors provide IP cores for basic functionalities such as interfacing with
communication buses and external peripherals. This way only the application-specific
functionality has to be created by the developers. However, some developers also
publish or sell their IP cores for others to use.

The SoftMC framework consists of three main parts: A Software application
programming interface (API), peripheral component interconnect express (PCIe)
driver and a FPGA IP core [14]. The software API is used to create a list of wanted
DRAM operations. This list is then sent through the PCIe bus to the FPGA using
the driver. After the whole instruction list has been transferred, the FPGA starts to
execute it. SoftMC FPGA IP core is presented in figure 18.
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Figure 18: SoftMC IP core inside an FPGA. The FPGA also contains IP cores for a
PCIe controller and a physical interface for DDR memory

The SoftMC framework supports the widely used double data rate (DDR) DRAM
[14]. The SoftMC IP core is similar to a regular DDR DRAM controller. However, it
is not only made for storing certain data to the DRAM, but to also issue customizable
DDR commands. The ability to run low-level commands allows for repeatable tests
to be done on the SoftMC framework. Additionally, the commands can be modified
to test the behavior of DRAM chips with non-standard commands.

The SoftMC IP core and other parts are open-source and thus easily modified to
suit different DRAM based testing, such as the development of PUFs. The SoftMC
framework is presented in greater detail in chapter 4.

PUFs and SoftMC could be used to provide the means for the DRAM bus tamper
detection discussed in section 2.3.2. However, to understand how the signals in the
DRAM bus behave, digital communication between integrated circuits has to be
understood. This is presented in the next chapter.
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2.5 Digital chip to chip communication
Digital signals are an ideal representation. However, in the real world, all electrical
signals are analog i.e. they are represented with different voltage levels. Moreover,
the digital signals in the real world are analog signals with rules: When the voltage
level is over a certain threshold, called the threshold voltage it represents a digital
1, below the threshold it represents a digital 0 [16, p. 17 ]. Additionally, as a
digital signal has information only at certain points in time, the data in the analog
representation of a digital signal is valid only at these points in time.

Voltage

Time

Vcc 

GND 

Threshold

1 0 1 0

t0 t1 t2 t4 t5t3 t6

Figure 19: Digital signal represented as analog voltage

A digital signal represented in analog voltage is presented in figure 19. The digital
signal has an initial value of 0. At the time t0 the digital signal has a value 1. However,
the analog signal does not immediately rise to the corresponding voltage value (1
= Vcc, 0 = GND). At the time t1, the analog representation reaches the threshold
voltage and can be read as a digital 1 and at time t2 the analog representation
reaches the Vcc level. As the digital signal has value 0 at time t4 the voltage starts
to drop. The 0 level is reached at time t6.

As the analog voltage is susceptible to environmental noise, the voltage should
be read when it has reached the correct level [16, p. 473 ]. If the voltage is read
at time t1 it might be read as below the threshold due to noise. Thus even if the
digital 1 is at time t0, it can correctly be read between the times t2 and t4, ideally
at time t3. Moreover, between the times t0 to t2 and t4 to t6 the analog signal does
not represent the value of the digital signal.

To communicate with a digital signal, both of the communicating parties need
to know the threshold voltage and the points in time when the data is valid [16,
pp. 1032-1048]. The threshold voltage is set by the supply voltage of the devices
and the communication standard. The valid points in time for the data are periodic
with a given frequency from the start of the communication. These periodic points
in time can either be counted by all of the communicating parties independently
(asynchronously) or by one of the communicating parties who then distributes it to
the others (synchronously).

The benefit of asynchronous digital communication is the fever signals needed
to be transmitted. However, as the frequency of the communication grows higher,
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the slight differences in the internal clocks of the devices can cause the devices to
become out of sync with each other causing communication errors. However, this
can be mitigated by synchronizing the communication clocks of the devices.

In synchronous communication, the timing of the data is sent as a clock signal.
This clock signal tells the other devices when to read the data signal. This way,
communication in frequencies of tens of megahertz or above can be used. Synchronous
and asynchronous communications are presented in figure 20.
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Figure 20: Synchronous and asynchronous communications.

Some communication standards, such as the DDR3 DRAM standard [22], allow
multiple devices in one bus and tolerate some electrical noise in the signals. A device
that can communicate with the same standard can be added to the memory bus and
it can be used to read or tamper with the data on the bus.

Metal conductors used to transmit signals do not conduct perfectly but they
resist the current going through in them. This is called resistance [16, p. 1]. The
practical effect of resistance is that the voltage of a signal drops a little while it goes
through the conductor. However, when the voltage is constantly changing, such as
in an analog signal, it is affected also by other properties of the conductor.

The capacitance and the inductance of a conductor, affect the current going
thought it [16, pp. 18-30]. However, they only have an effect on changing current, or
alternating current (AC). The capacitance and inductance have a similar effect on
the current as resistance but they resist the current differently based on its frequency.
Impedance is the total effects of resistance, capacitance [16, pp. 40-55].

The impedance of a conductor affects different frequencies on the conductor
differently [16, pp. 41-43]. Higher frequency elements are affected more than the
lower frequency elements. When the frequencies in the signal are in the radio frequency
range (20 kHz to 300 GHz) special care has to be taken in their transmission, so they
do not radiate energy as radio waves. Transmission lines are special conductors for
these high-frequency signals [16, pp. 1116-1122 ]. Even though the transmission line
is specially made for the high-frequency signal, its impedance still affects the signals.

As the digital signals transmitted as analog voltage are composed of different
frequencies, the different components are affected differently going through the
transmission line. This effect can be seen figure 21.

Phase-shifting is the effect of different frequencies shifting in the time domain [16,
pp. 40-55]. Phase-shifting affects the highest frequencies the most in transmission
lines. The practical effect of phase shifting is that quick changes, or high frequencies,
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Figure 21: Signal deformation in a transmission line. (Adapted from [21, p. 378])
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Figure 22: Eye diagram of a transmission line [3]

on the signals, are stretched out to a longer period. Phase-shifting causes the signal
to round and oscillate on the square edges of the digital signals.

To minimize the effects of transmission lines on the signals, the transmission lines
are designed with rigorous constraints [16, pp. 1116-1122]. However, the signals
will have some deformation on high-speed transmission lines. Moreover, this sets
some constraints to the signals in the transmission lines. As a digital signal can
have had any sequence of values in the past, these values will affect the analog value
representation of its current digital data. The area between the possible analog
values is called the signal eye [21, p. 396]. The signal eye is illustrated in figure
22. The values on top and below of the eye are possible values for the data. This
variation has to be accounted for in the design of a communication bus.
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3 Proposed DRAM bus tamper detection method
This chapter introduces a proposed method for detecting DRAM bus tampering.
The most relevant background is first summarised and then the method is presented.

The currently available DRAM PUFs [23, 24, 42, 45, 46, 35] work well in their
intended application of uniquely identifying DRAM chips, meaning that memory
chip is verified to be unchanged and unmodified. However, the current DRAM PUFs
are not sensitive to the changes in the DRAM bus and cannot be used to detect
tampering of the DRAM bus when the DRAM chip is untouched. This means that
the commands and data on the memory bus can be intercepted and tampered with
additional circuitry.

The main reason for the current DRAM PUFs not being affected by the changes
in the memory bus is that they exploit the internal mechanisms of the DRAM chips
by issuing commands that are first interpreted by the DRAM chips and then executed
inside the chip. To detect memory tampering, the physical attributes of the memory
bus should be analyzed or exploited. This could be achieved by figuring out how the
physical attributes affect the digital signals on the DRAM bus.

A modification to the DRAM bus will change its physical attributes, such as its
impedance [55, 36, 2]. The impedance, on the other hand, will affect the shape and
the voltage levels of the signals as discussed in section 2.5. This is especially true on
high-speed communication transmission lines such as the data bus in the DRAM
bus.

The data bus contains multiple synchronous serial data lines called DQ lines.
They are accompanied by their clock signals called DQS lines. During a data write,
the DQS signals are aligned to the DQ signals by the DRAM controller. The data
is sent with high speeds and is susceptible to variations caused by the impedance
of the data bus. The DQ and DQS signals are aligned carefully for the DRAM to
operate correctly. [21, p. 403]

However, if the DQ and DQS are miss-aligned, the memory writes will get errors.
The errors mean that a different value than intended is written to the memory.
Moreover, as the impedance of a system is a constant value, it will affect the signals
similarly every time. Additionally, some electrical noise is always present in electrical
systems and it causes some variations to the signals. However, if the miss-alignment
is done precisely enough, similar errors could be created at different times, if the
electrical noise in the system is averaged out. This could produce an indirect relative
measurement of the bus impedance.

If the indirect relative measurement impedance of the DRAM data bus could
be done to detect if the bus impedance changes, the indirect relative measurement
method could be used to detect DRAM bus tampering,

A method for detecting DRAM bus tampering is proposed: DRAM tampering can
be detected by indirectly measuring the tampering induced changes in the DRAM
data bus impedance from the errors created by miss-aligning the clock signal to the
edge of the data signal in the DRAM data bus.

The controlled write errors are created by controlling the DQ - DQS timings
of a memory controller. The DQS is used to indicate when the data is valid to be
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read. The misalignment of the DQ and DQS signals is called skew [21, p. 392]. The
absence of skew in DQ and its DQS signal is critical for the correct operation of
modern high-speed DRAM systems.

More specifically, the DQ-DQS signals are purposefully skewed to align the strobe
signal into a part of the data signal where the data value is undefined. For example,
into a transition between a logic 1 and a logic 0. However, even though the value is
undefined, some value will be written to memory. This value will be either 1 or 0.

For example, if a sequence of 10101010 is written to the memory with the DQ-DQS
skewed, it might be written as 10101010 (0% errors), 01010101 (100% errors) or some
other value with a number of errors between 0% and 100%. Moreover, the amount
and the type of errors will vary depending on the electrical properties of the DRAM
bus.

DQ (Data) A

DQS (Clock) A

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0

DQ (Data) B

DQS (Clock) B

1 1 1 11 0 1 0

Figure 23: The proposed method on two buses with different impedances

This process is illustrated in figure 23 where 1010 is written to memory with
DRAM buses A and B. On the left, the DQS hits the DQ pulses in the middle and
1010 is written to memory on both buses. However, on the right, the DQS signals
are delayed to hit the edges of the DQ pulses. Data is written correctly on bus A,
but the data is written as 1111 on bus B. With the same data and the same delay
these two buses produced different results.

To test if the proposed method produces these results, it can be implemented in
a memory controller. However, before investing time into building a hardware-based
test setup for the proposed method, it is first investigated with a simulation model.
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3.1 Simulated test setup
The simulated test system for the proposed method is based on the operation of a
real-world memory controller and memory chip. Namely, the SoftMC framework [14],
presented in the section 2.4.2. The framework is run on a Xilinx ML605 development
board [51]. The simulation model is a simplified representation of the SoftMC
framework, but some properties of the SoftMC framework and the Xilinx ML605
development board are used also in the simulation. The simulated system is presented
in figure 24. The simulated system consists of three main blocks. The FPGA, The
DRAM bus, and the DRAM chip.

FPGA (DRAM controller) DRAM bus DRAM chip

DQ line filter

DQS line filter

So
ftM

C

Xilinx
Phy Delay

ADC S/H

DQS

DQ

Figure 24: Simulation model for the DQ-DQS skew test system. The effect of each
block on the DQ and DQS signals is roughly illustrated under the model.

The FPGA block creates the signals for data write operation, the DRAM bus
block distorts the signals and the DRAM chip block captures the signals. The system
is implemented in Mathworks Simulink [39]. The FPGA, DRAM bus and DRAM
chip blocks are created with the default blocks of Simulink. The Simulink blocks
and their properties are the following:

The FPGA block, presented in figure 25, consists of a SoftMC block, Xilinx Phy
block, and a custom delay block.

The SoftMC block is based on the SoftMC IP [14]. The SoftMC block creates
the DQ signal and its corresponding DQS signal. The block contains two signal
generators that create the DQS and DQ signals. The DQS signal is adjusted to be
from -0.5 to 0.5 to correctly trigger the sample and hold circuit.

The Xilinx Phy block is based on the Xilinx Phy IP [52] and delays the DQS to
have a 90-degree phase shift to the DQ. The constant delay of 625ps is 1

4 of the clock
cycle of 400MHz. This delay is applied with a signal delay block.

The custom delay block introduces a controllable additional delay to the DQS
signal. The delay is incremented with a counter after each clock pulse. The delay
increment of 78ps is the smallest increment that the Xilinx ML605 board can delay
its output signals [53].
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Figure 25: FPGA block implemented in Simulink

The memory bus block, presented in figure 26, consists of filters for both the
data and the clock lines. The filters are used to simulate the physical traces and
connectors between the memory controller chip and the memory chip. The type and
value of the filter can be changed to simulate different DRAM buses.

DRAM Bus

butter

butter

DQS

DQ DQ

DQS

Figure 26: DRAM bus block implemented in Simulink

The memory chip block, presented in figure 27, consists of a 1-bit Analog to
digital converter (ADC) that is sampled by two Sample and hold (S/H) circuits. The
ADC outputs a 1 when the voltage of the DQ is over the threshold voltage and a
0 when it is under the threshold voltage. The output is sampled on the rising and
the falling edge of the clock line. This simulates the input burst buffer of a DDR3
memory chip.

The variables of the system and their values in the simulations are the following.

• The frequency of the memory clock and data.

– Set to 400MHz as it is the default in Xilinx MIG for ML605 board [52, p.
133].

• Data signal data.

– Set to 10101010. . .
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Figure 27: DRAM chip block implemented in Simulink

• Operation of the custom delay circuit and the amount of delay.

– Set to increase the delay on each clock cycle. The amount of delay is
incremented in 78ps steps as it is the minimum increment for the IODELAY
circuit in the ML605 board [53, p. 98]

• Value and filter type of the memory bus filters.

– Set to second degree Butterworth lowpass filter with the value of 2 ∗ 109

for simulation A and to the value of 6 ∗ 109 for simulation B. This filter
with the value of 4 ∗ 109 produced similar rounding effects that are typical
for a DDR3 data bus [21, p. 397]. The higher and lower values used in
the simulation simulate DRAM buses with different impedances.

• The threshold voltage level of the A/D converter.

– Set to 0.5V to be half of the maximum voltage of the signals.

The results of the two simulations are presented in figure 28. The horizontal axis
shows the time of the simulation. The vertical axes show the current delay used,
the DQS and DQ signals, and the data written to the memory. The Even and Odd
memory locations are shown on different graphs as the written data changes between
1 and 0 on every pulse.

On the left side, the DRAM system is operating normally, i.e. the data and clock
have a 90-degree phase shift when the delay is 0. Thus both systems A and B write
the correct values in the memory: Ones in the even locations and zeroes in the odd
locations. However, as the DQ and the DQS signals are skewed, incorrect values are
written to the memory (zeroes in the even locations and ones in the odd locations.)

The systems A and B differ only by the value of the memory bus filter to simulate
a change in the physical memory bus i.e. an added interposer board in the memory
bus. Moreover, when the electrical properties of the memory bus change, also the
skew needed for the write errors changes. However, as the simulation does not model
the noise that exists in the real world system, the hardware implementation of this
test might need several runs to average out the noise.
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Figure 28: Simulated DRAM write operations with the test system for the proposed
method. Same delay is used for both of the tests. Clock and data signals show the
effects of the different buses. The data written to memory is shown on different
graphs for the even and the odd memory locations. As the data signal is 101010. . . ,
even locations should contain ones and odd locations should contain zeros if the data
is written correctly.
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4 Implementation of the test setup
The physical implementation of the test setup is based on the SoftMC framework
introduced in chapter 2.4.2. However, to implement the proposed method, the
framework needs to be modified. The modifications comprise writing new test
software, modifying the DDR PHY IP core and adding interposers between the
FPGA and the DRAM module. The test setup is presented in figure 29.
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API
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PCB
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Figure 29: Block diagram of the test setup implementation, modifications to the
SoftMC framework are marked with red.

The test setup consists of four main blocks. Desktop computer, ML605 develop-
ment board, SO-DIMM interposer and a DDR3 SO-DIMM DRAM.

The desktop computer runs the test program that produces memory commands
using the SoftMC API. These commands are transferred to the ML605 development
board through the PCIe bus with the RIFFA driver.

The ML605 development board receives the memory commands with the RIFFA
PCIe controller. The SoftMC memory controller translates the commands to DRAM
commands that are sent to the DRAM chips through the DRAM bus with the
modified PHY. The modified PHY skews the DQ-DQS.

The SO-DIMM interposer affects the DRAM bus impedance depending on what
interposer configuration is used. The DDR3 SO-DIMM DRAM executes the DRAM
commands and returns data with the same path to the test program.
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4.1 Physical test setup
The physical setup comprises a desktop PC, an FPGA development board, DRAM
module interposers, and a DRAM module. The hardware used in the test setup is
presented in table 1.

Item # Description
Lenovo ThinkCentre M720 SFF 1 Desktop PC

Xilinx ML605 1 FPGA Development board
1Gb DDR3 SO-DIMM included in ML605 1 DRAM Module

Fractal Design Flex VRC-25 1 PCIe x16 Riser cable
Straight DDR3 SO-DIMM interposer 1

90 Degree DDR3 SO-DIMM interposer 1
30mm m4 plastic standoff 5
10mm m4 plastic screw 10

Table 1: Parts used in the physical test setup

Lenovo ThinkCentre M720 SFF Desktop PC is used as a base for the setup. The
main functionality required from the PC is the PCIe slot. The ThinkCentre M720
has a PCIe x16 slot that can accept the PCIe x8 connector of the ML605 board. It
is also housed in a small form factor chassis that makes the test setup usable on a
workbench.

The Xilinx ML605 FPGA development board is mounted on the outside of the PC
case, as the ML605 board needs to be accessible during its operation. The PC case
is modified to support mounting the ML605 to the side of the case. The mounting is
shown in figure 30. The mounting allows for easy access to the DDR3 SO-DIMM
slot, buttons, CF card and other peripherals on the ML605 board.

The PCIe x8 edge connector of the ML605 is connected to the PCIe x16 slot of
the PC with a PCIe x16 riser cable. The riser cable used is the Fractal Design Flex
VRC-25. A hole was made to the side of the PC case and the cable was connected
through it.

The ML605 development board has a DDR3 SO-DIMM socket for connecting
DRAM directly to the FPGA. It is also possible to place a DDR3 SO-DIMM
interposer between the DRAM and the FPGA. The DDR3 SO-DIMM DRAM and
two DDR3 SO-DIMM interposers are presented in figure 31. The interposers are
generic small outline dual in-line memory module (SO-DIMM) adapters from various
online sellers. They are sold with the name “DDR3 SO-DIMM Adapter”.

The DRAM module can be directly attached to the ML605 board, or it can be
attached through an interposer. However, to use the straight interposer on the ML605
board, it has to be connected through the 90-degree bend interposer to physically fit.
The attached interposers are presented in figure 32
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Figure 30: ML605 development board is mounted securely on the outside of the
computer case.

Figure 31: DDR3 SO-DIMM DRAM (left), straight extender interposer (middle)
and a 90 degree bend interposer (right).
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A
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Figure 32: DDR3 SO-DIMM installed on the ML605 board (A) directly into the
socket (B) with a 90 degree adapter between the module and the socket (C) with a
90 degree adapter and a straight adapter between the module and the socket.
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4.2 FPGA
The SoftMC framework is used as the base for the test setup. The framework contains
three FPGA IP cores: PCIe controller, SoftMC memory controller, and DDR PHY.
The IP cores are presented in section 2.4.2 in figure 18. The DDR PHY IP core is
presented in detail in figure 33.
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Figure 33: PHY Interface Block Diagram [52]

The PCIe controller IP core is used to communicate with the computer using
the PCIe bus. The PCIe controller handles the PCIe protocol and provides a simple
interface to the data. The SoftMC framework uses the reusable integration framework
for FPGA accelerators (RIFFA) framework to provide the PCIe controller IP and
the software driver for it. The RIFFA PCIe controller IP core is used as-is. The
version used is riffa_top_v6_pcie_v2_5.v Version:1.00.a.

SoftMC framework provides a SoftMC memory controller IP core for creating
customizable DDR memory commands. The SoftMC memory controller IP core
receives data from the RIFFA IP core. The top 4 bits of the data identify the
command and the rest of the data is handled differently for each command. The
commands supported by SoftMC 1.0 are presented in table 2.
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Instruction Bits Description
DDR_INSTR 1xxx Send DDR command
END_ISEQ 0000 End of instruction sequence

SET_BUSDIR 0001 Change bus direction between read and write
SET_TREFI 0010 Set refresh interval
SET_TRFC 0011 Set refresh cycle time

WAIT 0100 Wait for set amount of clock cycles

Table 2: Commands supported by the SoftMC 1.0 memory controller IP core

The SoftMC memory controller IP core is modified to support changing the
DQ and DQS delay parameters from the computer. The version used as a base is
1.0 (commit 399b70308). A SKEW instruction handler for the DQ-DQS skew is
added to the IP core. The command bits are set to 0101 as the command is appended
to the list of existing commands.

The rest of the data bits for the new instruction contain DQ delay parameters,
DQS delay parameters and skew on/off bit. The new instruction is illustrated in
figure 34. The first 5 bits set the DQ delay from 0 to 31, the 5 bits after that set the
DQS delay from 0 to 31, the bit after that sets the skewing on or off.

28->31: 0101 11->27: Not used 10:
on/off 5->9: DQS Delay 0->4: DQ Delay

Figure 34: The bits for the new SKEW instruction

When the SKEW instruction is given, the values for DQ delay, DQS delay and
skew on/off are stored in registers. The registers drive output signals from the
SoftMC memory controller IP core to the Xilinx PHY IP core.

The configuration for the Xilinx PHY IP core is provided in the SoftMC framework.
The Xilinx PHY IP core is generated from the configuration using Xilinx ISE 14.6
running on Ubuntu 14.04 operating system. The version of the original IP core is
3.92. The generated IP core is modified to support the DQ-DQS skew.

The DDR PHY IP core contains a lot of different functionality, but its most
important function for this work is its handling of DQ and DQS timings. The
DQ and DQS input and output delays are controlled using the Delay Controller.
It creates delay signals, called the IODELAY Controls, that are routed to the
Data/Strobe/Mask I/O block to control the DQ and DQS timings.

The Data/Strobe/Mask I/O block is presented in figure 35. The block is modified
to support switching between the delay values created by the Delay Controller and
the delay values set manually with the SKEW instruction. Multiplexers controlled
by the skew on/off signal are added to switch between the delay values.

The delay control signals and the DQ delay signals are routed to all of the DQ
blocks. The delay control signals and the DQS delay signals are routed to all of the
DQS blocks.
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Figure 35: The added delay multiplexer (Red) to bypass delay control for DQ and
DQS blocks
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4.3 Computer software
The software for the test setup comprises the operating system of the computer, the
PCIe driver, the SoftMC API, and the test program. The PCIe driver is used to
communicate with the FPGA through the PCIe bus. The SoftMC API is used to
communicate with the SoftMC memory controller on the FPGA. The test program
creates memory commands and sends them to the SoftMC memory controller with
the help of the SoftMC API. The memory commands are translated in the SoftMC
memory controller to DRAM commands and executed on the DRAM. The software
interaction with the DRAM is presented in figure 36.

Computer

OS

FPGA

functions

fpga_recv

RIFFA
PCIe
driver PCIe

busclasses,
functions

fpga_send

Test
program

SoftMC
memory
controllerRIFFA

PCIe
Controller

SoftMC
API

Xilinx
PHY

DRAM
chip

DRAM
bus

TranslationSoftMC
Commands

DRAM
commands

Figure 36: Software block diagram for the implementation of the proposed method

Ubuntu 14.04 operating system [28] is used to generate the IP cores, as version 1.0
of the SoftMC framework supports it. The Xilinx ISE 14.6 development environment
is used to modify and generate the FPGA bitstream. Ubuntu 18.04 [28] is used as
the operating system on the physical setup for running the tests.

The RIFFA driver from the SoftMC framework version 1.0 does not work on the
kernel used by Ubuntu 18.04. A patched version of the RIFFA driver [30, version
77b91a3] is used on the test setup. The RIFFA driver is used to communicate with the
SoftMC memory controller on the FPGA. The RIFFA driver provides the following
functions to interact with the FPGA:

• fpga_list, used to list available FPGAs

• fpga_open, used to open a connection with an FPGA

• fpga_close, used to close the connection with an FPGA

• fpga_send, used to send data to an FPGA

• fpga_recv, used to receive data from an FPGA
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• fpga_reset, used to reset the FPGA

The SoftMC API from the SoftMC framework version 1.0 is used to provide
functions to create memory commands and communicate with the SoftMC memory
controller. The SoftMC API provides an InstructionSequence class that can be used
to store memory commands before they are sent to the DRAM. The SoftMC API
also provides the following functions for generating instructions:

• genACT, activates the row at a given address

• genPRE, precharges the given bank

• genWR, writes a single byte pattern to given address

• genRD, reads from the given address

• genWAIT, waits given number of clock cycles

• genBUSDIR, changes the bus direction between read and write

• genEND, indicates the end of an instruction sequence

• genZQ, initiates a short-ZQ calibration

• genREF, refreshes the memory

• genREF_CONFIG, configures the auto-refresh mechanism

The SoftMC API is modified to support the SKEW instruction added to the
SoftMC IP core. A genSKEW function is added that generates a SKEW instruction
from a boolean on/off value, an integer DQ delay value and an integer DQS delay
value. The additions are presented in appendix A.

The SoftMC framework provides a sample program to test the bit retention of
the DRAM chips. I.e. how long the DRAM cells can hold the data stored in them.
The RetentionTest program consists of the following functions:

• writeRow, used to write data to a row of memory

• readAndCompareRow, used to read a row of memory check for bit flips

• turnBus, used to switch the memory bus to read or write mode

• testRetention, used to start the test

• setRefreshConfig, used to set the automatic DRAM refresh

• printHelp, used to print the program usage instructions

• main, used to initialize the FPGA and to start the test
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The program is started by giving it the desired retention time in milliseconds as
an argument. The main function is called when the program starts. It initializes the
SoftMC API and resets the FPGA. It then starts the testRetention function on the
FPGA with the desired retention time.

The testRetention function loops through all the banks and rows of the memory
module. It first switches the bus to write mode using the turnBus function and
writes data to a group of rows using the writeRow function. It then switches the bus
to read mode, waits for the desired retention time and uses the readAndCompareRow
function to check is bits have flipped. The readAndCompareRow function prints out
the read data if bit flips have occurred.

The RetentionTest program can be used to check for flipped bits. However, to
be able to count the bit flips and to able to control the amount of written data, the
program has to be modified.

A new program is created, using the RetentionTest as a template. The program
is called BitFlipTest. The program is presented in appendix B. The critical changes
to the template are: disabling the wait for the desired retention time, using the
program argument to control how many rows are written to, modifying the readAnd-
CompareRow function to count the bit flips, and modifying the writeRow function
to adjust DQ-DQS skew using the genSKEW function. In addition to counting all
the bit flips, the program has separate counters for each data line. Thus the errors
on each data line can be counted individually.

A struct called bitflips is introduced to store flipped bits of the different chips,
their data lines and different bits of the data bursts. The bitflips struct contains a
three-dimensional integer array flips to store the bit flips. Additionally, the struct
contains an integer total to store the total number of bit flips.

The readAndCompare row is modified to return a bitflips struct instead of nothing.
A bitflips object is initialized as empty. When the pattern is compared to the value
read from the memory, the number of flipped bits is stored to the bitflips object. At
the end of the function, the bitflips object is returned.

The testRetention function is renamed to testBitFlips. To generate bit flips, the
new genSKEW function is called to set the skewing on with given values for DQ and
DQS delay. After the write, the genSKEW function is called to stop the skewing. A
bitflips object is created for storing the bitflips of multiple rows. After all rows have
been tested, the contents of the bitflips object are returned.

The main function is modified to loop through all the possible values for DQ
delay and DQS delay (32 times 32 equals 1024 iterations). testBitFlips is run with
all the different delays and the results are printed out. This printout can be stored
as a file.
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4.4 Validating the functionality of the setup
Before the setup can be used to test the method on DRAM, its correct functionality
has to be verified. First, the functionality of the SoftMC framework is validated
by configuring the FPGA with an unmodified bitstream provided by the SoftMC
framework.

The RetentionTest program is provided by the SoftMC framework and can be
used to test the functionality of the implemented setup. The RetentionTest program
is run with different wait times: 64ms, 1000ms, 10000ms and 50000ms.

The 64ms should not produce any errors as that is the maximum allowed time
between refreshes specified by the DDR3 standard [22]. However, even 1000ms should
not produce errors on room temperature memory. The tests with 10 and 50 seconds
between the refreshes should produce memory errors. [14]

The expected behavior is observed from the tests. 64 and 1000ms did not produce
any memory errors. However, the 10-second test produced multiple memory errors
and the 50-second test produced errors on nearly all rows of memory.

The tests were repeated with the different interposer configurations presented in
chapter 4.1 figure 32. The same behavior was observed with all the configurations.
This suggests that adding the interposers does not affect the functionality of the
DRAM.

To validate the FPGA and C++ development environments, the SoftMC bit-
stream, and the RetentionTest programs are generated from the source code. The
same tests are run with the generated bitstream and the program, and similar
behavior is again observed.

The functionality of the modifications is validated by generating the modified
SoftMC bitstream from the source code. The modified bitstream is tested by running
the RetentionTest tests on it.

The BitFlipTest program is tested by running it with 10 rows on all the different
delays. It outputs data where there are errors on some of the combinations of the DQ
and DQS delays, but some combinations produce no errors. However, even though
the BitFlipTest program works and produces data, the data needs to be analyzed
further.
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5 Evaluation of the proposed method

5.1 Methodology for the evaluation
The test setup has several input variables:

• Data pattern written to the memory

• Number of rows written with the BitFlipTest program

• DQ delay used for the DQ-DQS skew

• DQS delay used for the DQ-DQS skew

• Number of interposers between the memory and the controller

• The used DRAM module

The data is sent to the memory in 8-bit bursts in each DQ line. The DRAM chip
reads the value of the DQ line 8 times, one for each DQS pulse edge. The value used
in the tests is 0xff so all the bits are 1.

The number of rows written with the BitFlipTest program can be changed between
1 and 16384. The 16384 rows is the amount that a bank has. All rows on all 8 banks
could be tested, but as all the data bus lines can are utilized with only a single
memory write, it is not necessary to test the whole memory. However, to minimize
the effects of electrical noise, multiple rows of memory should be tested. The testing
is done with 10 rows unless otherwise mentioned. This corresponds to 10 rows of
1024 columns, totaling 10240 writes with each of 64 the data lines.

The delay used to skew the DQ and the DQS can be set from 0 to 31. As the
FPGA is running with a 400Mhz clock, each unit of delay is equal to 78ps, or 1

32
of a clock cycle. The tests are done by going through all the 1024 (32 times 32)
combinations of DQ and DQS delays.

The number of interposers between the memory and the controller can be 0 for
no interposers, 1 for the 90-degree bend interposer or 2 for both the 90-degree and
the straight interposer. The straight interposer cannot be used by itself as it does
not physically fit the socket on the ML605 board.

To keep the testing consistent, the same DRAM module is used in all tests, except
when testing the differences between different DRAM modules.

The output variables of the test setup are the following:

• Total number of bit flips

• Number of bit flips for each DQ line on the module

The total number of bit flips is the sum of all the write errors. Additionally, all
the write errors are separated by the DQ line they happened on. This allows for a
more accurate analysis of the data. However, a rough analysis can be made from the
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total number of bit flips. The total number of bit flips are used in the tests except
when otherwise mentioned.

Additionally, the system contains some internal variables that could affect the
testing. These include the following:

• The ambient temperature of the room and the temperature of the FPGA board

• Fluctuations in the voltages and clock signal on the FPGA board

• Internal FPGA parameters that are not controlled

The ambient temperature of the room is kept around 20 degrees Celsius, but
it can fluctuate as the testing room is not accurately temperature controlled. The
temperature of different components on the FPGA board will rise above the ambient
temperature as the board is powered on. However, it is not known how or if the
temperature affects the tests.

As the tests are based on the interposers causing differences in the signals, the
fluctuations in the voltages on the FPGA board could affect the testing. However,
the ML605 development board is made to be a test platform and has high-quality
power management on board. As the temperature of the board is relatively similar
between the tests, the voltage fluctuations are presumed to be minimal. However, the
voltage levels are not measured between the tests. The clock signal fluctuations can
also have effects on the tests. However, the clock signal is produced by a high-quality
oscillator that is located away from the heat-producing components of the board.
[51]

Every time the FPGA board is reset, the DDR PHY IP core initializes its internal
timing parameters. From these timing parameters, the DQ and DQS delays are
overwritten with the desired values when creating memory errors. However, the
other timing parameters can initialize to different values between the resets and
they might affect the results in some way. However, this effect can be minimized by
testing the different configurations multiple times, resetting the FPGA after each
test. The FPGA is reset after each test unless otherwise mentioned.

A test is done by running the measurement of all the DQ and DQS combinations.
The BitFlipTest program, presented in section 4.3, is used to do the measurement.

The BitFLipTest program outputs its data in CSV format to the standard output.
This data is saved to the disk after each test. The CSV files are named with a
timestamp and the used input variables. An example of a output file is: "2019-11-
26_20-38-44_origmem_noadapter_10rows.csv". The variables, not in the name,
have the default values presented in the previous section.

The tests produce a lot of data, (about 6000 CSV lines). This amount is unfeasible
to process by hand. To visualize the data, it can be represented as a heatmap.
Heatmap is a diagram that has two axes and a color representation of the data.
Different colors represent different numerical values. A heatmap of the test data is
produced by taking the DQ and DQS delays as the axes and the number of errors as
the color. A program is created to generate heatmaps from the data. The code for
the heatmap.py program is presented in appendix C.
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A measurement of the untampered system can be used as a baseline for other
tests. The baseline measurement used in the tests is visualized using the heatmap
program in section 5.2.1. The variations caused by the tampering are quite limited.
Thus the heatmaps can be difficult to compare visually. However, the difference
between two heatmaps can be also visualized as a third heatmap. In this thesis, this
third heatmap is called a difference heatmap. A program is created to generate the
difference heatmaps from the data. The code for the diff.py program is presented in
appendix C. Examples of difference heatmaps can be found in section 5.2.

The difference heatmaps can visualize the differences between tests. However,
the differences can also be analyzed numerically. A simple way analyze the difference
heatmaps is to sum the errors together. To get reliable data, multiple measurements
can be done for each configuration, and the mean of the samples can be used.

To calculate how well the mean represents the measurement data, standard
deviation (SD) can be used. SD shows how much the data varies between samples.
A low SD indicates that the samples are close together and represent the system
accurately. However, to compare different measurements with each other some
statistical criteria needs to be used. Student’s t-test can be used to calculate if the
means of two measurements differ significantly [37]. Examples of measurements,
where t-test could be used, are presented in figure 37.

Data point
Distribution

Mean

Figure 37: Examples of measurements with different means and standard deviations.
T-test can be used to calculate if the measurements statistically differ from each
other.

The t-test is a statistical test that is used in comparing normally distributed
datasets with a small number of samples. The t-test can be used to test if the means
of two normally distributed datasets are statistically similar. The t-test value is
calculated with the SciPy t-test implementation [48]. The implementation returns
a two-tailed p-value that indicates if the expected values of the two datasets differ
significantly from each other. If the p-value is less than a threshold of, for example,
1% or 5% the hypothesis of equal averages can be rejected.

The minimum and maximum values of the measurements show the worst cases of
the measurements. The mean, SD, min, max and the t-test can be calculated for each
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of the measured DQ lines individually. However, this produces a lot of numerical
values that have to be compared. To get a rough estimate of the measurements, the
values of the measured DQ lines can be combined and the calculations can be done
to this sum. The diff.py program used to produce difference heatmaps is also used
to calculate the mean, SD, min, max and the t-test from the data.

To evaluate, if the implementation of the proposed method can be used to detect
tampering, the test setup is configured for different tampering methods and the
system is tested with the proposed method.

To be able to detect the modifications to the system, a baseline measurement is
needed. The baseline measurement is done with an untampered system and is used
for calculating the variations of different tests. The different tests are the following:

• The untampered system is measured multiple times. This test should produce
a low variation compared to the tests with tampering.

• The detection of interposers is tested. Tests are done with 1 and 2 interposers
added to the DRAM bus. The tampered systems are compared to the untam-
pered system. To detect the interposers, the variation in the interposer tests
against the baseline should be higher than the variation in the untampered
system.

• The detection of swapping the DRAM module is tested. The DRAM module
is swapped to a different one. This should again produce a high variation.

• To remove the variation caused by the different designs of DRAM modules,
DRAM modules with an identical design are also tested against each other.
Moreover, the identical DRAM modules have the same manufacturing date
and other info. The two identical DRAM modules are presented in figure 38.

• Smaller changes to the DRAM bus are tested by modifying one interposer
to have additional wires attached to a connector. Two identical interposers
without modifications are also tested. This is done to measure how changing
the interposer and adding the connector affects the variations. The modified
interposer is presented in figure 39.
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Figure 38: Two identical DRAM modules tested against each other

Figure 39: Three identical interposers of which the interposer C is modified by adding
a connector to some of the data pins
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5.2 Collecting test results
5.2.1 Baseline measurement

Figure 40: Heatmap of the measurement of the untampered system used as a baseline

As presented in section 5.1, a measurement of the system is the amount of errors
produced by memory writes with different DQ and DQS delays. A measurement of
the untampered system is used as a baseline to compare the subsequent measurements
against.

A heatmap for the baseline measurement is presented in figure 40. The heatmap
shows that the data appears to follow certain patterns. Firstly, when the DQS delay
is below 5 the DRAM appears to produce at least some errors regardless of the DQ
delay. This might happen because if the DQS pulse arrives at the DRAM chip before
the DQ pulse, the chip cannot store the correct value. It can also happen because
the DRAM chip is not yet fully ready to read a value from the data bus.

Secondly, when the DQS delay is five or more, there is a gradient from working
correctly to not working correctly. This means that if the DQS delay is over 5, but
a small value, the DQ delay must also be small for the memory to work correctly.
However, if the DQS delay is high, some DQ delay is also needed for the memory to
operate correctly. This suggests that the measurement data follows the simulations.

Thirdly, there are transition points between the areas where the memory works
correctly and where the memory mostly does not work. According to the simulations,
these areas might present differences between different DRAM buses.
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5.2.2 Multiple measurements of the untampered system

Figure 41: Difference heatmap between the mean values of the untampered system
and mean values retest of the same system with 6 samples

Data Mean SD Min Max T-Test Samples
Untampered 2.53E-01 6.04E-02 1.48E-01 3.77E-01 1.00E+00 48

Retest 2.39E-01 5.56E-04 2.39E-01 2.40E-01 7.55E-01 2
Retest 2.38E-01 2.24E-02 2.07E-01 2.78E-01 5.65E-01 6

Table 3: Data analysis of the difference between the untampered system and other
tests of the untampered system

To test the untampered system, multiple measurements are taken from it. They are
all first compared to the baseline measurement, and the mean difference is calculated
for each of the DQ and DQS delay. Two retests are taken from the same system with
the same process. A difference heatmap between the untampered system and one of
the retests is presented in figure 41. The difference heatmap shows some variations
between different tests. All the difference heatmaps have the same color scaling for
the variations. This means that the difference heatmaps can be compared visually
with each other.

To numerically compare the untampered system and its retests, all the errors for
all the DQ and DQS delays are summed together. The numerical analysis of the data
is shown on table 3. The unit used is the summed together percentile error values.
The unit itself is obscure, but its value can be compared between the tests. The t-test
shows that the retests of the untampered system do not exactly match it. However,
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to statistically conclude that the tests are not from the same system, a t-test value of
less than 5.00E-02 is needed to have a 95% confidence that the measurements are not
from the same system. Thus the retests are statistically similar to the untampered
system.

5.2.3 Added interposers

Figure 42: Difference heatmap between the untampered system and a 26 sample test
of the system with one interposer

Data Mean SD Min Max T-Test Samples
Untampered 2.53E-01 6.04E-02 1.48E-01 3.77E-01 1.00E+00 48
Interposer 3.01E+00 1.71E-02 2.99E+00 3.03E+00 7.34E-48 2
Interposer 3.04E+00 7.95E-03 3.02E+00 3.05E+00 2.05E-63 6
Interposer 2.99E+00 4.58E-02 2.93E+00 3.08E+00 1.65E-95 23

Table 4: Data analysis of the difference between the untampered system and the
tests of the system with one interposer

An interposer is added to the system. A difference heatmap between the untampered
system and the system with an added interposer is presented in figure 42. Compared
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to the difference heatmap of the untampered system and its retests, the variations
are visually noticeable.

The numerical analysis of the data is shown on table 4. Compared to the mean
difference of the untampered system, the mean difference is an order of magni-
tude greater. Moreover, the t-test shows that the tampered system is statistically
significantly different.

Figure 43: Difference heatmap between the untampered system and a 28 sample test
of the system with two interposers

Data Mean SD Min Max T-Test Samples
Untampered 2.53E-01 6.04E-02 1.48E-01 3.77E-01 1.00E+00 48
2 interposers 4.05E+00 1.53E-02 4.04E+00 4.07E+00 1.64E-54 2
2 interposers 4.06E+00 5.17E-03 4.05E+00 4.06E+00 1.82E-70 6
2 interposers 4.04E+00 1.36E-02 4.01E+00 4.06E+00 2.16E-114 26

Table 5: Data analysis of the difference between the untampered system and the
tests of the system with two interposers

A difference heatmap for two added interposers is presented in figure 43. The
difference heatmap shows variations between the untampered system and the system
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with two interposers. The differences are noticeably bigger compared to the previous
test with only one interposer.

The numerical analysis of the data is shown on table 5. The results are similar
to the test with only one interposer. However, the differences are even greater.

5.2.4 Changing the DRAM module

Figure 44: Difference heatmap between the untampered system and a test of the
system with a changed DRAM module

Data Mean SD Min Max T-Test Samples
Untampered 2.53E-01 6.04E-02 1.48E-01 3.77E-01 1.00E+00 48

Changed 5.67E+00 4.49E-02 5.63E+00 5.72E+00 1.14E-61 2
Changed 5.61E+00 7.06E-03 5.60E+00 5.62E+00 3.55E-78 6
Changed 5.65E+00 2.54E-02 5.62E+00 5.71E+00 1.50E-128 28

Table 6: Data analysis of the difference between the untampered system and the
tests with a changed DRAM module

A difference heatmap, in figure 44, shows the variations between the untampered
system and the system with the changed DRAM module. There are differences
similar to the differences caused by the interposers. However, when DQS is less than
six, the different module produces more errors than the interposers. This region is
outside the DDR3 specifications and thus might work differently between different
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chips. Additionally, when the DQS is from 29 to 31, the changed memory behaves
differently.

The numerical analysis of the data is shown on table 6. The differences caused
by the changed DRAM modules are higher than with the two interposers. Visually,
there are fewer differences in the middle of the DQS delays (6 to 28). This could
mean that in this region, the different memory behaves more similarly to the original
memory than to the tampered memory. However, with the variations in the region
with DQS less than 6, the changed memory module is overall more different.

5.2.5 Comparing two identical DRAM modules

Figure 45: Heatmap of the measurement for one of the identical DRAM modules
used as the new baseline

Data Mean SD Min Max T-Test Samples
Untampered 2 1.97E-01 4.39E-02 9.82E-02 2.85E-01 1.00E+00 27

Retest 2.36E-01 4.03E-02 1.95E-01 2.76E-01 2.58E-01 2
Retest 3.09E-01 1.94E-02 2.73E-01 3.31E-01 1.58E-06 6

Table 7: Data analysis of the difference between the new untampered system and its
retests

The baseline heatmap for one of the identical DRAM modules is presented in figure
45. It is similar to the original baseline (presented in figure 41) when the DQS is
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from 6 to 28. However, outside that region, the differences observed in section 5.2.4
are visible.

The numerical analysis of the differences between the new untampered system
and other tests from the same system is shown in table 7. The retest means are
somewhat close to the original value, but the second retest fails the t-test. As the
same system was tested, there might have been some variation in the system, such as
temperature or voltage fluctuations, that caused the difference. To avoid this, more
diverse measurements of the untampered system should be taken. Note, that the
test of the first untampered system had significantly more samples.

Figure 46: Difference heatmap for the new untampered system and a 25 sample test
of the other identical module

Data Mean SD Min Max T-Test Samples
Untampered 2 1.97E-01 4.39E-02 9.82E-02 2.85E-01 1.00E+00 27

Identical 1.01E+00 1.37E-02 9.95E-01 1.02E+00 2.88E-20 2
Identical 1.00E+00 1.01E-02 9.87E-01 1.02E+00 2.13E-27 5
Identical 9.74E-01 1.79E-02 9.47E-01 1.02E+00 1.24E-54 25

Table 8: Data analysis with the new untampered system and the system with the
other identical DRAM module

The difference heatmap for the identical DRAM modules is presented in figure
46. The heatmap shows some variations between the new untampered system and
the system with the other identical DRAM module.

The numerical analysis of the data is shown on table 8. The difference between the
identical modules is statistically significant. However, it is less than what has been
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observed in the previous tests. The two identical DRAM modules have considerably
fewer variations between each other than with the other DRAM module. This suggests
that in addition to uniquely identify a DRAM module, the proposed method could
be used to detect differences between DRAM modules from different manufacturers.
This could be used to detect counterfeited modules that are marketed as different
models than what they are.

5.2.6 DRAM bus with additional soldered wires

Figure 47: Heatmap for the measurement of the system with two interposers used as
the new baseline

Data Mean SD Min Max T-Test Samples
Untampered 3 2.23E-02 2.14E-03 1.95E-02 2.69E-02 1.00E+00 10

Retest 2.13E-02 1.73E-03 1.96E-02 2.31E-02 5.78E-01 2

Table 9: Data analysis of the differences between the new untampered system with
two interposers and its retest

The baseline heatmap for the system with two interposers is presented in figure
47. The numerical analysis is presented in the table 9. The test data has a lower
mean and smaller standard deviation than the previous tests. This is because a
bug was fixed in the software. However, the bug only had effects on the scaling of
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the measurements. This means that the values for these tests cannot be directly
compared to the tests in the previous sections. If this new scaling is taken into
account, the new untampered system with two interposers and its retest behave
similarly to the earlier untampered systems.

Data Mean SD Min Max T-Test Samples
Untampered 3 2.23E-02 2.14E-03 1.95E-02 2.69E-02 1.00E+00 10

Retest 2.13E-02 1.73E-03 1.96E-02 2.31E-02 5.78E-01 2
Identical 2.82E-02 1.95E-03 2.62E-02 3.01E-02 8.46E-03 2
Identical 2.51E-02 1.44E-03 2.31E-02 2.65E-02 8.40E-02 3
Identical 2.81E-02 2.70E-03 2.34E-02 3.25E-02 9.63E-05 10

Tampered 4.92E-02 1.16E-03 4.80E-02 5.03E-02 2.18E-08 2
Tampered 4.91E-02 2.51E-04 4.88E-02 4.94E-02 5.70E-10 3
Tampered 5.45E-02 2.67E-03 5.04E-02 5.90E-02 2.27E-16 10

Tampered DQ0 3.40E-03 1.38E-04 3.16E-03 3.66E-03 9.71E-24 10
Tampered DQ1 4.97E-03 4.59E-05 4.92E-03 5.06E-03 3.41E-32 10
Tampered DQ2 2.92E-03 7.05E-05 2.84E-03 3.07E-03 2.16E-23 10
Tampered DQ3 3.55E-03 2.75E-05 3.52E-03 3.61E-03 3.83E-28 10
Tampered DQ4 9.44E-04 1.01E-04 8.11E-04 1.15E-03 1.19E-14 10
Tampered DQ5 6.80E-04 9.50E-05 5.52E-04 8.45E-04 1.44E-10 10
Tampered DQ6 2.26E-03 9.81E-05 2.10E-03 2.43E-03 9.93E-19 10
Tampered DQ7 2.30E-03 7.68E-05 2.19E-03 2.45E-03 1.29E-21 10

Table 10: Data analysis of between the new untampered system with two interposers,
a system with the second interposer changed to an identical one and a system with
the second interposer changed to an identical one with soldered wires on it. Some
individual DQ lines of the tampered interposer are also shown.

The numerical analysis of the differences between the new untampered interposer
system, a changed identical interposer, and a tampered interposer is shown on table
10. The identical interposer behaved similarly to the original interposer. However,
the t-test shows that it statistically differs from the original, but not as much as the
previous tests. This suggests that the differences in the traces of different copies of
the same PCB could be detected with the proposed method. However, this requires
additional research.

The tampered interposer differed significantly from the original. The DQ lines
0 to 8 had the most variations. The rest of the lines had smaller variations and
bigger t-test scores, except for some scattered instances. The full data is presented
in appendix D. The connector is soldered to lines 4,5,6 and 7 and some soldering has
been also done on lines 0 to 3 on the other side of the board. It is not completely
clear if why all of the 8 DQ lines have this much difference. It could be that they are
closely related because they share a DQS line. However, additional research is needed
to understand how the proposed method is affected by this kind of tampering.
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5.3 Summary of the testing and future work
A baseline measurement was taken from the untampered system. The subsequent
measurements were compared to the baseline measurement. A test with multiple
samples of measurements was taken from the untampered system. This test shows
how the measurements from the untampered system differ from the baseline. Two
retests were taken from the untampered system. The retests were compared to the
untampered system with the t-test. The t-test shows that the retests were statistically
similar to the untampered system.

The tampered systems with interposers had a consistent large variation to the
untampered system. This suggests that the proposed system can be used to detect
the added interposers.

If the DRAM module was changed to another one, again the measurements had
a consistent large variation to the untampered system. If the DRAM module was
changed to a seemingly identical one, the measurements had smaller but statistically
significant variations.

When the interposer was changed to an identical one, there were some consistent
but slight variations. These variations were not as distinguishable as the other tests.
However, they were statistically significantly different. This suggests that there might
be some manufacturing differences in the relatively simple PCB interposers that the
proposed method can detect.

Adding small wires to the DRAM produced noticeable differences in the DQ lines
that they were soldered to. The variations could be detected, but they could not be
fully explained as there were differences also in the DQ lines close to the modified
ones. More research is needed to fully characterize this effect.

The results suggest, that the proposed method could be used as a DRAM bus
PUF to produce a unique device identifier in addition to detecting tampering. A
device identifier could be constructed using an locality-sensitive hash (LSH) algorithm
[20]. A hashing algorithm produces a cryptographic hash of input data. Hashing
algorithms are designed to be unfeasible to reverse, meaning that the input cannot
be determined from the output. Additionally, if the input changes even by little the
output changes radically. However, an LSH algorithm produces a cryptographic hash
that allows for the input data to change by a specified amount, while still producing
the same output hash.

The DQ line values for all the DQ and DQS delays could be used as the input
for an LSH algorithm with the allowed data changes set to a statistically determined
value. This way the same system would produce the same uniquely identifying hash
all the time. Different systems or the same system that has been tampered would
produce a different hash.

The DRAM modules showed similar kinds of errors when comparing two identical
modules, but different kinds of error patterns when comparing different models of
memory modules with each other. The error patterns could be used to create an
LSH sensitive to the errors between different models of memory modules. This way
it could be possible to produce unique identifiers for the different DRAM module
models. If two DRAM modules would produce different model fingerprints they
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could be manufactured by different entities.
However, implementing the LSH algorithms is outside the scope of this thesis,

but is an interesting topic for future research.
Currently, a single measurement, or sample, takes approximately 12 seconds.

However, not all the combinations of DQ and DQS need checking. Additionally, a
smaller number of rows could be used. However, this testing was done to better
understand the proposed method and is not optimized for speed. Additionally, the
evaluation of the proposed method was done with limited testing. To have a deeper
understanding of the proposed method, more testing is needed. However, the current
evaluation suggests that the proposed method can be used to detect tampering of
the DRAM bus. However, it is not known how consistent the measurements are in
the long term.

T-test was used to differentiate tests from each other. However, while the t-test
produced overall good results, it produced a false negative result when samples from
a shorter period were used. This suggests that the proposed method is sensitive to
some internal variation of the system. However, when samples from multiple points
in time were used to construct a test of the untampered system, the next tests could
be classified to be untampered or tampered with only a couple of samples.

However, more data analysis should be done to better model the proposed
method. This model could be used to better estimate if a new measurement is
from the untampered system or not. The proposed method had some differences
between the tests of the same system at different points in time. Understanding these
differences and modeling them could prevent them from causing the misclassification
of an untampered system as tampered or a tampered system as untampered.

To use the proposed method in a real-world embedded system, it should be
implemented in a general-purpose DRAM controller. The method is currently
implemented in a DRAM controller specialized for DRAM PUF testing and not for
real workloads. For example, i.MX6 series SoCs has an integrated DRAM controller
that supports setting the write leveling delay values manually [18]. The i.MX6 series
SoCs could be used to implement the proposed method on an embedded device.
However, this implementation is not in the scope of this thesis work and is left for
future work.

Additionally, the future work on the proposed method could include using different
signals on the DQ and DQS lines to better characterize the DRAM bus. The current
implementation was done with only skewing the standard DRAM write data and
its clock signal. However, the current implementation is simple to implement in a
DRAM controller.

The current implementation only creates errors on DRAM writes. If the data
written to the memory can be read by an adversary, they could replay it after
tampering with the memory. However, this can be averted by also skewing the read
data or by randomizing the write pattern of the DQ and DQS delays. Moreover,
the current implementation is limited to the data bus in the DRAM bus. If only
the address or command bus is tampered with, the tampering could be unnoticed.
Adding the ability to create and analyze errors on the other buses could be a topic
for future research.
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6 Conclusions
The first goal of this thesis was to propose a method for detecting DRAM tampering.
To achieve this goal, DRAM and its tampering were studied and a possible tamper
detection method was conceptualized.

The structure and the operation of DRAM was studied with the focus on the
communication between the DRAM modules and the DRAM controller in the DRAM
bus. The DRAM bus communication was found to be the responsibility of the DRAM
controller and the DRAM chips contain limited logic.

Different embedded system tampering methods were studied. The current state
of embedded system physical security was analyzed and some tampering methods
were focused on. Especially modchips and interposers pose a threat to DRAM bus
communication. However, they can be detected using additional hardware.

The general concept of PUFs was presented with the focus on DRAM PUFs. The
current work on DRAM PUFs is directed towards the effects deep inside the DRAM
chips, where minute changes in the memory bus communication do not affect the
PUFs. Thus the current DRAM PUF methods are not suitable for detecting the
DRAM bus tampering.

A new DRAM bus tamper detection method was created based on the work on
tamper detection in data buses and PUFs. The proposed method is based on the
detection of impedance changes caused by the DRAM bus tampering device. The
proposed method was simulated in Simulink and was found to be able to detect
an impedance change in the DRAM bus. The first goal of the thesis, to propose a
method for detecting DRAM bus tampering, was achieved.

The second goal of this thesis was to build a physical proof-of-concept prototype
that can demonstrate the proposed method through a real-life example. The method
was demonstrated by detecting interposers inserted between the DRAM chips and
the DRAM controller.

Physical setup for testing the proposed method was built. The setup was based on
the SoftMC platform that uses an FPGA development board to create a reconfigurable
memory controller for DDR3 memory. The platform is highly configurable on both
the hardware and the software levels and allowed for the proposed method to be
tested.

The proposed method performed as planned on the physical setup and was found
to successfully detect DRAM bus tampering. Moreover, the system could detect an
added interposer by comparing the system to a known result without the interposer.
This suggests that the method can be used to detect DRAM tampering. However,
additional research needs to be done to fully understand how the proposed method
performs under long term operation. The second goal of the thesis, to build a physical
prototype to demonstrate the proposed method, was achieved.

The third goal of this thesis was to analyze if the proposed method has the
properties of a DRAM PUF. I.e. can the proposed method be used to distinguish
identical pieces of hardware from each other. The analysis was done by comparing
two identical DRAM modules with each other with the proposed method. Additional,
two identical interposers that are made from a PCB and a connector were tested.
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The proposed method was found to be sensitive to the minute changes in the
DRAM bus. Two identical DRAM modules produced different responses to the
method. Additionally, the responses were repeatable. In addition to DRAM modules,
different PCBs could be distinguished from each other. This suggests that the
proposed method could be used as a PUF, to uniquely identify devices. However,
additional research needs to be done to fully understand how the proposed method
performs under long term operation. The third goal of the thesis, to analyze if the
proposed method can be used as a PUF, was achieved.

The thesis achieved all of its goals. However, while the goals were met, some
aspects of the proposed method are outside the scope of this thesis and are left for
future work. These aspects include the following:

• Even though the proposed method performed well, it is not known how it oper-
ates in long term use in possibly changing environments. A more comprehensive
model of the proposed method could be created.

• The method was implemented in a DRAM controller specialized for DRAM
testing. The proposed method could be implemented into a general-purpose
DRAM controller on an embedded system such as one with the i.MX6 series
SoCs.

• The proposed method was limited to the data bus writes in the DRAM bus.
Different lines in the DRAM bus could also be used. Additionally, the errors
were introduced by just skewing the DQ-DQS. However, other signals could be
generated to the DQ and DQS lines for introducing different kinds of errors.

• LSH algorithms could be used to turn the measurement data into a unique
device fingerprint. This fingerprint could be used to tie the physical DRAM
chips and the properties of the DRAM bus into a number that can be used to
identify the device instance and to ensure the integrity of the DRAM bus of
the device.

The main contributions of this thesis are the introduction of the proposed DRAM
tamper detection method and its validation through a proof-of-concept hardware
implementation. The proposed method provides a new DRAM tamper detection
method. Additionally, the proposed method provides a new area of research in
DRAM PUFs. To the author’s knowledge, the proposed method is a novel idea that
has not been presented previously.
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Appendices

A Modifications to the SoftMC API

softmc.h
enum class INSTR_TYPE {

END_OF_INSTRS = 0,
SET_BUS_DIR = 1,
WAIT = 4,
SKEW = 5,
DDR = 8

};
enum class SKEWMODE {

ON = 1,
OFF = 0

};

softmc.cpp
Instruction genSKEW(SKEWMODE mode, uint dq_skew, uint dqs_skew){

assert(dq_skew >= 0);
assert(dq_skew <= 31);
assert(dqs_skew >= 0);
assert(dqs_skew <= 31);
Instruction instr = (uint)INSTR_TYPE::SKEW;
instr <<= 18;
instr |= (uint)mode;
instr <<= 5;
instr |= dqs_skew;
instr <<= 5;
instr |= dq_skew;
return instr;

}
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B Code for the BitFlipTest program
The following code for the BitFlipTest.cpp is modified from [10, RetentionTest.cpp]

#include <stdio.h>
#include <riffa.h>
#include <cassert>
#include <string.h>
#include <iostream>
#include <cmath>
#include "softmc.h"
#include <time.h>

using namespace std;

typedef struct {
uint32_t flips[512];

uint32_t totalflips;
uint32_t total;
} bitflips;

typedef struct {
char buffer[80];
} filename;

void writeRow(fpga_t* fpga, uint row, uint bank,
uint8_t pattern, InstructionSequence*& iseq)

{
if(iseq == nullptr) iseq = new InstructionSequence();
else iseq->size = 0; //reuse the provided InstructionSequence
iseq->insert(genPRE(bank, PRE_TYPE::SINGLE)); //Precharge
iseq->insert(genWAIT(5)); //Wait for tRP
iseq->insert(genACT(bank, row)); //Activate target row
iseq->insert(genWAIT(5)); //Wait for tRCD
for(int i = 0; i < NUM_COLS; i+=8){ //Write to the row using 8x burst mode

iseq->insert(genWR(bank, i, pattern));
iseq->insert(genWAIT(6 + 4)); //Wait for tCL and 4 cycles burst

}
iseq->insert(genWAIT(3)); //Wait some more in any case
iseq->insert(genPRE(bank, PRE_TYPE::SINGLE)); //Precharge
iseq->insert(genWAIT(5)); //Wait for tRP
iseq->insert(genEND()); //START Transaction
iseq->execute(fpga);

}

bitflips readAndCompareRow(fpga_t* fpga, const uint row, const uint bank,
const uint8_t pattern, InstructionSequence*& iseq)

{
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if(iseq == nullptr) iseq = new InstructionSequence();
else iseq->size = 0; //reuse the provided InstructionSequence

iseq->insert(genPRE(bank, PRE_TYPE::SINGLE)); //Precharge
iseq->insert(genWAIT(5)); //Wait for tRP
iseq->insert(genACT(bank, row)); //Activate target row
iseq->insert(genWAIT(5)); //Wait for tRCD
for(int i = 0; i < NUM_COLS; i+=8){ //Read the row using 8x burst mode

iseq->insert(genRD(bank, i));
iseq->insert(genWAIT(6 + 4)); //Wait for tCL and 4 cycles burst

}
iseq->insert(genWAIT(3)); //Wait some more in any case
iseq->insert(genPRE(bank, PRE_TYPE::SINGLE)); //Precharge
iseq->insert(genWAIT(5)); //Wait for tRP
iseq->insert(genEND()); //START Transaction
iseq->execute(fpga);

//Receive the data
bitflips bits_flipped = {.flips = {}, .totalflips = 0, .total = 0};
uint rbuf[16];
for(int i = 0; i < NUM_COLS; i+=8){

fpga_recv(fpga, 0, (void*)rbuf, 16, 0);

//compare with the pattern
uint8_t* rbuf8 = (uint8_t *) rbuf;
bits_flipped.total += 8;
for(int j = 0; j < 64; j++){

if(rbuf8[j] != pattern){
for (int bit = 0; bit < 8; bit++) {

bits_flipped.flips[j*8+bit]\
+= (((pattern^rbuf8[j])&(1<<bit))>0);

}
}

}
}
return bits_flipped;

}

void turnBus(fpga_t* fpga, BUSDIR b, InstructionSequence* iseq = nullptr)
{

if(iseq == nullptr) iseq = new InstructionSequence();
else iseq->size = 0; //reuse the provided InstructionSequence

iseq->insert(genBUSDIR(b));
iseq->insert(genWAIT(5)); //WAIT
iseq->insert(genEND()); //START Transaction
iseq->execute(fpga);
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}

void setSkew(fpga_t* fpga, SKEWMODE mode, const int dq_delay, const int dqs_delay,\
InstructionSequence* iseq = nullptr)

{
if(iseq == nullptr) iseq = new InstructionSequence();
else iseq->size = 0; //reuse the provided InstructionSequence

iseq->insert(genSKEW(mode, dq_delay, dqs_delay));
iseq->insert(genWAIT(5)); //WAIT
iseq->insert(genEND()); //START Transaction
iseq->execute(fpga);

}
double testBitFlips(fpga_t* fpga, const int num_of_rows, const int delay_dq,\

const int delay_dqs){
uint8_t pattern = 0xff; //the data pattern that we write to the DRAM
bool dimm_done = false;
InstructionSequence* iseq = nullptr;
uint cur_row_write = 0;
uint cur_row_read = 0;

bitflips bits_flipped_tmp;
bitflips bits_flipped = {.flips = {}, .totalflips = 0, .total = 0};

while(!dimm_done){ //continue until we cover the entire DRAM

// Switch the memory bus to write mode with skew
turnBus(fpga, BUSDIR::WRITE, iseq);
setSkew(fpga, SKEWMODE::ON, delay_dq, delay_dqs, iseq);

// write the data pattern to the entire row
writeRow(fpga, cur_row_write, 0, pattern, iseq);
cur_row_write++;

// Switch the memory bus to read mode without skew
turnBus(fpga, BUSDIR::READ, iseq);
setSkew(fpga, SKEWMODE::OFF, delay_dq, delay_dqs, iseq);

bits_flipped_tmp = readAndCompareRow(fpga, cur_row_read,\
0, pattern, iseq);

bits_flipped.total = bits_flipped_tmp.total;
for (int i = 0; i < 512; i++) {

bits_flipped.totalflips += bits_flipped_tmp.flips[i];
bits_flipped.flips[i%64] += bits_flipped_tmp.flips[i];

}
cur_row_read++;
if(cur_row_read == num_of_rows){

dimm_done = true;
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}
}
for (int i = 0; i < 64; i++) {
if (bits_flipped.flips[i]) printf("%u,%u,%u,%f\n", delay_dq, delay_dqs, i,\

((double)bits_flipped.flips[i]/((double)bits_flipped.total))*100.0);
}
double flips = ((double)bits_flipped.totalflips\

/(double)bits_flipped.total)*100.0;
delete iseq;
return flips;

}

int main(int argc, char* argv[]){
fpga_t* fpga;
fpga_info_list info;
int fid = 0; //fpga id
int ch = 0; //channel id

string s_ref(argv[1]);
int num_of_rows = 0;
try{

num_of_rows = stoi(s_ref);
}catch(...){

return -3;
}
if(num_of_rows <= 0){

return -4;
}
if (fpga_list(&info) != 0) {

printf("Error populating fpga_info_list\n");
return -1;

}
fpga = fpga_open(fid); // Open an FPGA device
if(!fpga){

printf("Problem on opening the fpga \n");
return -1;

}
fpga_reset(fpga); // send a reset signal to the FPGA

for (int i = 0; i < 32; i++){
for (int j = 0; j < 32; j++){
double flips = testBitFlips(fpga, num_of_rows, j, i);
}

}

fpga_close(fpga);
return 0;

}
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C Analysis programs

heatmap.py
import seaborn as sns
import matplotlib.pylab as plt
import csv
import sys
import os

def read_data(file_name):
with open(file_name) as csv_file:

csv_reader = csv.reader(csv_file, delimiter=’,’)
data = [[0 for i in range(32)] for j in range(32)]
for row in csv_reader:

if row[-1]!=’flips’:
data[int(row[0])][int(row[1])] += float(row[3])/64.0

return data

for argv in sys.argv[1:]:
print("processing {}...".format(argv))
data = read_data(argv)
ax = sns.heatmap(data, linewidth=0.5, cmap=plt.cm.get_cmap(’Blues’,32),\

vmin=0, vmax=7)
ax.collections[0].colorbar.set_label("Errors (%)")
plt.xlabel("DQS delay (1/32 clock cycle) (78ps)")
plt.ylabel("DQ delay (1/32 clock cycle) (78ps)")
plt.savefig(argv.split(".")[0], dpi=300)
plt.close()
os.system("convert {}.png -trim {}.png".format(argv.split(".")[0],\

argv.split(".")[0]))
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diff.py
import csv
import sys
import numpy
import scipy.stats
import seaborn as sns
import matplotlib.pylab as plt
import os

def read_data(file_name):
with open(file_name) as csv_file:

csv_reader = csv.reader(csv_file, delimiter=’,’)
data = [[[0 for i in range(64)]\

for i in range(32)] for j in range(32)]
for row in csv_reader:

if row[-1]!=’flips’:
data[int(row[0])][int(row[1])][int(row[2])] \

= float(row[3])
return data

def print_datas(baselinedatas,baselinedqdatas,totaldatas,dqdatas):
print(name)
print("Sum & {:.3f} & {:.3f} & {:.3f} & {:.3f} & {:.6f} & {}\\\\"\

.format(numpy.mean(totaldatas),numpy.std(totaldatas),min(totaldatas),\
max(totaldatas),scipy.stats.ttest_ind(baselinedatas, totaldatas)\
[1],len(totaldatas)))

for k in range(64):
print("DQ{} & {:.3f} & {:.3f} & {:.3f} & {:.3f} & {:.6f} & {}\\\\"\
.format(k,numpy.mean(dqdatas[k]),numpy.std(dqdatas[k]),min(dqdatas[k]),\
max(dqdatas[k]),scipy.stats.ttest_ind(baselinedqdatas[k],dqdatas[k])\
[1],len(dqdatas[k])))

def plot_data(data,baselinename,name):
plotdata = [[[] for i in range(32)] for j in range(32)]

for i in range(32):
for j in range(32):

plotdata[i][j] = numpy.mean(data[i][j])

ax = sns.heatmap(plotdata, linewidth=0.5, cmap=’RdBu’,\
center=0, vmin=-3, vmax=3)

ax.collections[0].colorbar.set_label("Difference in errors (% units)")
plt.xlabel("DQS delay (1/32 clock cycle) (78ps)")
plt.ylabel("DQ delay (1/32 clock cycle) (78ps)")
plt.savefig("{}_diff_{}".format(baselinename.split(".")[0],\

name.split(".")[0]), dpi=300)
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plt.close()
os.system("convert {}_diff_{}.png -trim {}_diff_{}.png"\

.format(baselinename.split(".")[0],name.split(".")[0],\
baselinename.split(".")[0],name.split(".")[0]))

args = sys.argv[1:] # Sort the files
args.sort(key=lambda x:(x.split("_")[2].replace("orig","0")\

+x.split("_")[3].replace("no", "0")))

baseline = None
baselinedatas = None
baselinedqdatas = None
totaldatas = []
dqdatas = [[] for i in range(64)]
datas = [[[] for i in range(32)] for j in range(32)]

for argv in args: # Go through all files
currname = argv.split("_")[2]+argv.split("_")[3]
data = read_data(argv)

if not baseline: # Set first file as baseline
print("using {} as baseline".format(argv))
baseline = data
baselinename = currname
name = currname

else: # Compare the rest of the files to the baseline
totaldiff = 0
dqdiff = [0 for i in range(64)]
diff = [[0 for i in range(32)] for j in range(32)]

for i in range(32):
for j in range(32):

for k in range(64):
totaldiff += abs(baseline[i][j][k] - data[i][j][k])
dqdiff[k] += abs(baseline[i][j][k] - data[i][j][k])
diff[i][j] += (baseline[i][j][k] - data[i][j][k])

# Combine multiple measurements
if (currname == name):

totaldatas.append(totaldiff)
for i in range(32):

for j in range(32):
datas[i][j].append(diff[i][j])

for k in range(64):
dqdatas[k].append(dqdiff[k])

# Print and plot each measurement
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else:
if not baselinedatas:

baselinedatas = totaldatas
baselinedqdatas = dqdatas

print_datas(baselinedatas,baselinedqdatas,totaldatas,dqdatas)
plot_data(datas,baselinename,name)

name = currname
totaldatas= [totaldiff]
datas = [[[] for i in range(32)] for j in range(32)]

for i in range(32):
for j in range(32):

datas[i][j].append(diff[i][j])
dqdatas = [[] for i in range(64)]

for k in range(64):
dqdatas[k].append(dqdiff[k])

# Print and plot the last measurement
print_datas(baselinedatas,baselinedqdatas,totaldatas,dqdatas)
plot_data(datas,baselinename,name)
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D Full data of the tampered interposer

Data Mean SD Min Max T-Test Samples
Sum 5.45E-02 2.67E-03 5.04E-02 5.90E-02 2.27E-16 10
DQ0 3.40E-03 1.38E-04 3.16E-03 3.66E-03 9.71E-24 10
DQ1 4.97E-03 4.59E-05 4.92E-03 5.06E-03 3.41E-32 10
DQ2 2.92E-03 7.05E-05 2.84E-03 3.07E-03 2.16E-23 10
DQ3 3.55E-03 2.75E-05 3.52E-03 3.61E-03 3.83E-28 10
DQ4 9.44E-04 1.01E-04 8.11E-04 1.15E-03 1.19E-14 10
DQ5 6.80E-04 9.50E-05 5.52E-04 8.45E-04 1.44E-10 10
DQ6 2.26E-03 9.81E-05 2.10E-03 2.43E-03 9.93E-19 10
DQ7 2.30E-03 7.68E-05 2.19E-03 2.45E-03 1.29E-21 10
DQ8 3.86E-04 8.98E-05 2.80E-04 5.50E-04 1.29E-02 10
DQ9 1.46E-04 3.11E-05 1.01E-04 2.07E-04 6.43E-01 10
DQ10 2.37E-04 1.96E-05 2.04E-04 2.68E-04 9.73E-03 10
DQ11 6.74E-04 7.93E-05 5.43E-04 8.36E-04 4.08E-02 10
DQ12 1.70E-04 4.82E-05 9.28E-05 2.60E-04 7.99E-03 10
DQ13 5.62E-04 9.52E-05 3.88E-04 7.20E-04 8.42E-03 10
DQ14 1.56E-04 3.84E-05 1.07E-04 2.15E-04 8.77E-02 10
DQ15 2.46E-04 4.83E-05 1.57E-04 3.06E-04 9.64E-01 10
DQ16 4.55E-04 1.03E-04 2.46E-04 6.06E-04 3.65E-06 10
DQ17 1.28E-04 6.53E-05 5.99E-05 2.42E-04 1.63E-01 10
DQ18 1.10E-04 2.70E-05 7.27E-05 1.57E-04 5.62E-03 10
DQ19 2.21E-04 6.34E-05 1.47E-04 3.77E-04 2.43E-02 10
DQ20 1.86E-04 5.51E-05 9.30E-05 3.01E-04 8.55E-06 10
DQ21 2.49E-04 1.00E-04 1.12E-04 4.41E-04 9.71E-02 10
DQ22 3.26E-04 1.55E-04 1.81E-04 6.84E-04 1.21E-01 10
DQ23 2.71E-04 5.17E-05 1.70E-04 3.55E-04 3.77E-07 10
DQ24 8.48E-04 9.14E-05 7.45E-04 1.04E-03 2.54E-12 10
DQ25 6.82E-04 3.27E-05 6.41E-04 7.55E-04 1.20E-16 10
DQ26 1.11E-04 1.87E-05 8.33E-05 1.41E-04 6.24E-05 10
DQ27 1.68E-04 8.08E-05 7.48E-05 3.37E-04 4.79E-02 10
DQ28 3.68E-04 1.07E-04 2.09E-04 6.06E-04 4.66E-04 10
DQ29 2.02E-04 7.96E-05 1.18E-04 3.92E-04 3.67E-02 10
DQ30 3.20E-04 9.44E-05 2.04E-04 5.05E-04 2.32E-02 10
DQ31 5.28E-05 3.88E-05 1.80E-05 1.37E-04 7.17E-02 10

Table 11: First half of data for the differences between the untampered interposer
and the interposer with wires soldered on it.
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Data Mean SD Min Max T-Test Samples
DQ32 5.04E-04 1.65E-04 3.15E-04 8.03E-04 8.67E-02 10
DQ33 1.52E-04 3.89E-05 7.99E-05 2.09E-04 4.11E-01 10
DQ34 4.95E-04 1.73E-04 2.98E-04 7.87E-04 4.95E-02 10
DQ35 6.38E-04 1.59E-04 3.98E-04 9.13E-04 1.10E-01 10
DQ36 4.71E-04 1.50E-04 2.98E-04 6.81E-04 3.58E-02 10
DQ37 1.47E-04 4.06E-05 8.63E-05 2.01E-04 5.14E-02 10
DQ38 8.28E-04 9.31E-05 7.09E-04 9.73E-04 1.56E-13 10
DQ39 2.69E-04 9.02E-05 1.54E-04 4.21E-04 7.17E-01 10
DQ40 4.38E-04 5.44E-05 3.38E-04 5.35E-04 5.05E-05 10
DQ41 4.34E-04 6.81E-05 3.28E-04 5.48E-04 4.43E-07 10
DQ42 7.15E-04 9.11E-05 5.55E-04 8.59E-04 4.91E-09 10
DQ43 5.24E-04 9.50E-05 4.00E-04 6.89E-04 6.22E-07 10
DQ44 5.77E-04 7.40E-05 4.74E-04 7.32E-04 1.12E-08 10
DQ45 5.53E-04 8.20E-05 3.79E-04 6.44E-04 1.74E-06 10
DQ46 5.06E-04 7.04E-05 3.60E-04 6.28E-04 2.56E-05 10
DQ47 5.65E-04 5.22E-05 4.80E-04 6.44E-04 1.46E-03 10
DQ48 4.10E-04 2.24E-04 2.30E-04 9.76E-04 9.47E-01 10
DQ49 5.68E-04 2.10E-04 3.34E-04 1.07E-03 6.41E-01 10
DQ50 2.47E-04 1.07E-04 1.27E-04 5.21E-04 7.75E-01 10
DQ51 5.14E-04 2.06E-04 3.01E-04 1.07E-03 9.70E-01 10
DQ52 4.28E-04 2.25E-04 1.97E-04 1.02E-03 6.06E-01 10
DQ53 4.11E-04 1.69E-04 2.35E-04 8.48E-04 4.25E-01 10
DQ54 8.44E-04 1.45E-04 6.07E-04 1.11E-03 9.64E-06 10
DQ55 4.93E-04 1.26E-04 2.81E-04 8.16E-04 5.52E-01 10
DQ56 2.67E-04 6.07E-05 2.13E-04 3.91E-04 5.24E-01 10
DQ57 4.14E-05 1.94E-05 1.49E-05 8.03E-05 6.37E-01 10
DQ58 1.56E-03 2.52E-04 1.05E-03 1.93E-03 8.66E-08 10
DQ59 2.27E-04 5.22E-05 1.55E-04 2.98E-04 8.78E-01 10
DQ60 1.22E-03 2.18E-04 8.41E-04 1.53E-03 2.07E-04 10
DQ61 1.12E-03 1.91E-04 7.26E-04 1.46E-03 2.23E-05 10
DQ62 2.91E-04 9.37E-05 1.54E-04 4.66E-04 6.22E-02 10
DQ63 1.27E-03 2.15E-04 9.59E-04 1.60E-03 4.06E-04 10

Table 12: Second half of data for the differences between the untampered interposer
and the interposer with wires soldered on it.
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